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ABSTRACT 

 

Museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of the society and its 

development. It opens to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates, 

and exhibit the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the 

purpose of education, study, and enjoyment. This study presents a Historical Survey of Jimma 

Museum and its Heritage Collection. The main objective of this research is to assess the 

history, collections, overall challenges and the future prospects of the museum. The 

researcher used different data gathering techniques to get genuine information. The relevant 

primary data was collected through interview and field observation. There are prominent 

informants, who have good knowledge and experience regarding the topics of this research. 

The information from elders, official and workers of the Museum are valuable to understand 

the history of the society and the Museum foundation. Photographing and field observation 

have also strongly helped the researcher to understand the current situation of the Museum. 

Besides the above mentioned primary source of information, various secondary sources 

particularly from Jimma University, Ethiopian National Archives and Library Agency 

(ENALA), Institutes of Ethiopian Studies (IES), Authority of Research for Conservation of 

Cultural Heritage (ARCCH) and Ministry of Culture and Tourism were also consulted. 

Different written materials on the Jimma area are extremely important for comparative 

analysis in this research. In relation to demographic aspect of the area, data were gathered 

from the Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia. The researcher identified that; Jimma 

Regional Museum has problems in case of its collections, exhibition, representation, 

structural organization and preserving the cultural heritages of the society. Finally, the 

research tried to recommend possible solutions for the above mentioned problems.  
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KEY TO THE TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM 

 

In this work, almost all Ethiopian words are spelled according to the writing their respective 

language and for the sake of convenience it is needed to discuss the use of Afan Oromo 

words. Afan Oromo has basically ten vowels; five short and five long.  

I. Short vowels                                                  Long Vowels 

       a                                                                  aa 

       e                                                                   ee 

       i                                                                    ii 

       o                                                                   oo 

       u                                                                   uu 

II. Length in Vowels results in meaning changes 

Example: Lafa-land 

                Laafaa-Soft 

III. Sequence of more than two vowels is possible only if separated by glottal 

Example: Re’ee- Goat 

IV. Oromo Consonants (phonemes) are stressed (geminated) by doubling similar 

phonemes and clustered by devoicing two constants. 

Example: Bakkee-Place. 

V. There are five paired phonemes that are formed by two different consonants. 

These are; ch, dh, ny, ph and sh. Of these, dh, ny and ph have different sounds 

from the English consonants.  

dh: Voiceless, dental, implosive as in dhaadha-butter. 

ny: voicless, palatal, nasal as in Funyaan- Nose. 

Ph: voiceless, bilabial, ejective, stop as in laphee-heart. 

Moreover, c, q and x have different sounds from the English consonants. 

c: as in cuunfaa-juice 

q: as in qaama-body 

x: as in xiqqoo-little                                                                                                                                              
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                                                     Amharic Transliteration. 

I. The seven sounds of Amharic alphabets are repudiated as follows  

                                                   1
stበ                             Ba 

2
ndቡ                            Bu 

3
rdቢ                             Bi 

4
thባ                              Ba 

5
thቤ                             Be 

6
thብ                             Bi 

7
thቦ                              Bo 

                              II. Palatalized sounds are representing as follows:  

ሸ                Sh 

ቸ               Ch 

 ኘ                 Gn 

ዘ                  Z 

ጀ                 J 

III. Glottalzed sounds are represented as follows. 

ቀ                       Q 

ጠ                        T 

ቸ                       Ch 

ጸ                        Ts 

ጰ                          P 
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ተ                            Ta 

ፐ                            Ph 

ጨ                          Ca 
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GLOSSARY 

Amharic Terms                   English Equivalent 

               Ato                                              Mister 

                                      Azazi                                           Commander 

                            Daga                                          Cool to cold humid climatic Zone 

                                       Eqa bet                                          Store house 

                                       Woizero                                            Miss 

                                       Woreda                                            District 

                         Woyna Dega                                 Semi-humid Climatic Zone  

Afan Oromo       Terms                         English Equivalent 

Abba                                                     Father 

         Kitta                                                     Luxury cloth 

                                      Godaa Ambaa                                      Heritage Centre 
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ACRONYMS/ABBRIVATIONS 
 

ARCCH- Authority of Research and Conservation of Cultural Heritage 

CBE-Community Based Education 

CSA- Central Statistical Agency 

DTTP-Development Training Team Programme 

ENALA- Ethiopian National Archives and Library Agency 

EOC-Ethiopian Orthodox Church 

ETB-Ethiopian Birr 

FDRE- Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia 

ICOM- International Council of Museum 

IES-Institutes of Ethiopian Studies 

JTAO- Jimma Town Administration Offices 

NME- National Museum of Ethiopia 

ORSCTB- Oromia Regional States Culture and Tourism Bureau   

UNESCO- United Nation Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study Area 

Jimma town is located at about 335km from Addis Ababa in southwest direction.  Its 

geographical coordinates are approximately 7
o
41'N latitude and 36

o
 50'E longitude.  The town 

is found in an area of average altitude, of about 5400 ft. (1780 m) above sea level.
1
 It lies in 

the climatic zone locally known as Woyna Daga which is considered ideal for agriculture as 

well as human settlement. The town lies on a low hill on the left side of the wide alluvial 

plain of the river Gibe, an affluent of the Omo River.  It is crossed by two small streams, the 

Aweyitu and the Kitto, which subsequently join the Gibe via the Gilgal (small) Gibe.
2
   

Topographically, it exhibits features of the upper part of the Gibe-Omo river basin, made up 

of gentle slopping hills.
3
  Some of the hills, like Ghincio and Male located to the north of the 

town, are important sources of water supply for the town. Jimma is generally characterized by 

warm climate with a mean annual maximum temperature of 30
0
c and a mean annual 

minimum temperature of 14
0
c.

4
   The annual rainfall ranges from 1138mm to 1690mm.  

Maximum precipitation occurs during the three months period, June to August, with 

minimum rainfall in December and January.  From a climatic point of view, abundant rainfall 

makes this region one of the best watered of Ethiopian highland areas, conducive for 

agricultural production.
5
 

 

Jimma is at once the name of the town on which this study focuses as well as one of the five 

“Gibe states” that flourished in the second half of the nineteenth century.
6
 The site of the 

present town was also a central market of that kingdom and a staging point for caravans that 

travellers the whole length of the Ethiopian Highlands, from Kaffa all the way to Massawa. 

Political, economic and religious developments in the kingdom had important influences on 

the process of early urbanization of the town.  Therefore, it is important to consider briefly 

                                                             
1Yonas Seifu, ‘’A Historical Survey of Jimma Town’’ (1936-1974), Addis Ababa: Addis Ababa University, 

2002.pp.4-14. 
2 Ibid. 
3Gedefa Negera, Indigenous knowledge of Forest Conservation in Jimma, B.A Senior essay, Department of 

Geography and Environmental Studies, Jimma University 
4Seyoum Merga, ‘’An Archaeological Survey of Islamic Shrines in Jimma Zone,’’: South western Ethiopia. 

Addis Ababa: Addis Ababa University Press, 2012. pp. 8-11. 
5Yonas Seifu, 2002, pp. 8-9. 
6Ibid, pp.11-20. 
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the political, economic and religious history of the kingdom in relation to the evolution of 

Jimma town.
7
  

 

The Kingdom of Jimma was one of the kingdoms in the Gibe region of Ethiopia that emerged 

in the 19th century. It shared its western border with Limmu-Ennarea, its eastern border with 

the Sidamo Kingdom of Janjero, and was separated from the Kingdom of Kaffa to the south 

by the Gojeb River.
8
 Jimma was considered as the most powerful militarily of the Gibe 

kingdoms. The origins of Jimma are obscure, although prior to the Oromo migrations, the 

territory this kingdom came to occupy had been part of the Kingdom of Kaffa. 
9
 

 

The Kingdom of Jimma had its own administration, which was centred at the royal palace. An 

officer referred to as the azazi ("the orderer") served there as the head.
10

 His function at the 

court was essentially that of a major domo, exclusively overseeing domestic palace affairs. 

The azazi maintained a number of treasuries, and dispensed funds to cover court-related 

expenses. The palace also housed professional soldiers, whom the azazi had the power to 

assign infrastructural maintenance chores to. Other officers oversaw other day-to-day 

activities at the palace, including artisanal labour and royal court guest hospitality.
11

 

 

The town of Jimma evolved as a hometown of the Kingdom of Abba Jifar I (r.1830–1855) 

with relatively homogenous society and culture. It gradually developed to a place of residence 

for a diverse and increasingly cosmopolitan population. The period of Italian occupation 

(1936-1941) was socially and economically significant because it saw the first major influx of 

people into the town of Jimma from beyond the borders of the former Kingdom of Jimma.
12

 

The Italians made the town the chief centre of their activities in the whole of south-western 

Ethiopia.  In the Post-Liberation period (1941-74), there was an even greater influx of people 

and greater interaction that came about partly because the imperial order retained and 

enhanced Jimma’s primacy in the region and partly because economic developments in the 

                                                             
7Ibid 
8Guluma Gemeda, ‘’An Outline of the Early History of Jimma Town, ’’ In proceeding of the fourth Annual 
Seminars of the Department of History, Addis Ababa University, 1989, pp., 6-11. 
9Ibid   
10Ibid, p.15.   
11Ibid  
12Herbert S. Lewis, ‘’A Galla Monarchy: Jimma Abba Jifar, Ethiopia,’’1830-1932(Madison: University of 

Wisconsin press, 1965), p.56. 
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region attracted thousands of job-seekers to the town. Jimma, since the 1930s, developed into 

the chief centre for the collection, organization and export of a cash crop (coffee) that grew in 

the countryside all around it.
13

 

 

According to Donald Levine, in the early 19
th

  century the market attracted thousands of 

people from neighbouring regions: “Amhara from Gojjam and Shawa, Oromo from all the 

Gibe kingdoms and numerous representatives of the Lacustrine and Omotic groups, including 

Timbaro, Qabena, Kaffa, Janjero, Wolayta, Konta and several others”.
14

 The present town 

was developed on the Awetu River by the Italian colonial regime in the 1930s.
15

 

   

Trade and trade routes have made significant contribution in the evolution of towns in 

Ethiopia since ancient times.
16

  This is true of south-western Ethiopia also.  Not only was the 

region connected to the main route emptying to the Red Sea, but also was an important source 

of lucrative commodities.
17

  Despite political up and downs and regional variations in 

tranquillity, commercial interaction had continued between the northern and southern regions 

of Ethiopia for many hundreds of years.
18

  The nineteenth and twentieth centuries, of course, 

are the best documented, and the place of Jimma in the commercial history of Ethiopia is well 

attested.
19

 

 

Like the other Gibe kingdoms, Jimma's ruler King Abba Jifar also owned many slaves. They 

served as officials in the royal palace, where they attended to the needs of the King's wives 

and supervised the abattoir and meal preparation, among other activities.
20

 The slaves also 

acted as jailers, market judges, and stewards of the King's territories. Additionally, they 

sometimes served as governors of a province, though this position was usually given to 

wealthy nagadras (chief of trade and markets).
21

  

                                                             
13Ibid. 
14Donald Leverine, ‘’Greater Ethiopia,’’ second ed. (Chicago: Chicago University press. 1974), p.18. 
15Ibid  
16Akalou Wolde Michael, ‘’Urban Development in Ethiopia,’’ 1889-1925 Journal of Ethiopian Studies, II, I 

1973, pp.19-20.  
17Ibid  
18 Guluma Gemeda, 1989, pp. 9-17. 
19Getchew Fole, "The Kingdom of Janjero,’’ A Historical Survey to 1894,” B.A. Thesis, A.A.U, 1985, pp.17-18.   
20Herbert S. Lewis, 2006, p. 72. 
21Tekalign W/Mariam, “Slavery and the Slave Trade in the Kingdom of Jimma,’’ 1800-1835" M.A. Thesis, 

Addis Ababa University,1984, pp. 21-29. 
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Coffee (Coffea arabica) became a major cash crop in Jimma since the reign of King Abba 

Jifar II.
22

 Another source of income was the extraction of oil from Civets, which was used to 

make perfume. A well-organized political order, good endowment in economic resources, and 

strategic location on the main long distance trade route leading into south-western Ethiopia, 

helped the state of Jimma to quickly become the most powerful state in the region.
23

   

Prior to the Italian invasion, the Kingdom (province of Jimma) had developed into an 

important centre of Muslim learning in south western Ethiopia.
24

  According to Mohammed 

Hassan, there were, by the end of the nineteenth century, about sixty or so Madrasas (schools 

for Islamic learning) in Jimmā, mostly located in and around Jiren.
25

  A large number of 

students came to Jimmā from the surrounding areas such as Gomma, Gumma, Limmu, and 

Gera as well as from Ilubabor, Arsi, Bale and Hararge.
26

  Besides being the political centre 

and commercial emporium of the region, the function of the city as a centre of Islamic 

learning and culture had attracted a considerable population from different parts of the 

country.
27

 

Demographically, the three largest ethnic groups reported in Jimma Zone were the Oromo 

(46.71%), the Amhara (17.14%) and the Dawro (10.05%); all other ethnic groups made up 

26.1% of the population.
28

 Amharic was spoken as a first language by 41.58% and 39.96% 

spoke Afan Oromo; the remaining 18.46% spoke their own native languages. 
29

 In terms of 

religion, the majority of the inhabitants of the Zone practiced Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity 

(46.84%), while 39.03% of the populations were Muslim, 13.06% were Protestant and the 

remaining 1.07 follow other religions.
30

  Based on the 2005 census report figures, this city has 

an estimated total population of whom 80,897were males and 78, 112 were females.
31

  

                                                             
22 Herbert S. Lewis, 2006, pp.65-67. 
23 Ibid. p. 68 
24 Abdo Adem, “Qubba Abba Arabu: an Islamic Shrine in Jimma,” B.A. Thesis Addis Ababa University, 1992, 

p.22.   
25 Mohammad Hassan, ‘’The Oromo of Ethiopia: A History,’’ 157-1860, Cambridge: Cambridge University 

press, 1990, p.29.  
26 Yonas Seifu, 2002, pp. 25-28.  
27 Mohammad Hassan, 1990, pp. 28-32. 
28Central Statistical Agency, 2010. Population and Housing Census 2007Report National. [ONLINE]Available: 

http; // catalog.ihsn.org/index.php/catalogue/3583/download/50086.[Accessed 10 January 2017].       
29 Ibid  
30 Ibid  
31CSA 2005 National Statistics , Archived 2006-11-23at the Wayback  Machine., Table D.2 
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Map 1 Oromia National Regional State (Source: Oromia Region Tourist Information 

Centre)
32

 

                                                             
32 Oromia Region Tourist Information Centre 
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Map 2 Jimma Museum Site of the Present Research  
33

 

                                       

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of Museums is to collect, preserve, interpret, and display items of artistic, 

cultural, or scientific significance for the education of the public. Museums not only preserve, 

but also have a great role in exhibiting the culture of the community to the world.  Museums 

are considered as an institution that educate the new generation about the past glories and 

achievements of its ancestors; They display or exhibit the cultural objects in their holding on 

regular basis to create awareness among the wider public and collect and preserve more 

objects of a great significance. Jimma Museum is known as ethnographic museum, museum 

that focus on studying, collecting, preserving and displaying artefacts and objects of the 

ethnic composition of the area without any discrimination. However, Jimma Museum has not 

properly preserved and promoted the cultural heritage of diversifies ethnic groups in Jimma 

area.      

The methods of preserving heritages must be scientific, if not; most of priceless heritages 

could be susceptible to natural and manmade disasters through time. Besides, it is obvious 

that, the workforce is expected to have knowledge of heritage collection, preservation, 

documentation, and museum display techniques as well as professional ethics. The basic 

                                                             
33

  http://am.Wikipidia.org/wiki  

http://am.wikipidia.org/wiki
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requirement for heritage preservation, like collection storage area, safety equipment and 

disaster prevention strategies are not up to standard. 

Despites the great role of museums in keeping the heritage of country’s still there is no 

comprehensive research conducted at regional level specifically on Jimma regional museum 

and   its role in heritage preservation. In addition to this, the previous work was only focussed 

on the few aspect of the Museum. Therefore, comprehensive and integrated work is 

mandatory so as to document the general status of Jimma regional museum and its role in 

cultural resource management.  

Therefore, this thesis aimed at filling the gap in this particular subject and suggests 

recommendation for the better protection of heritages in Jimma Museum. Accordingly, to 

address the identified problems, a number of hypothetical questions have been raised. These 

include:  

 When and how Jimma regional museum was founded? 

 How Jimma regional museum preserve cultural heritage?  

 How Jimma Museum was organized? 

 What are the contributions of the Jimma Museum for the region in particular and 

the country in general?  

 What are the challenges and future prospects of Jimma museum in conservation of 

the heritage of the region? 

1.4 Objective of the Study 

1.4.1 General objective 

The general objective of this study is to assess/ investigate and document the overall situation 

of Jimma Museum in its heritage preservation.  

1.4.2 Specific Objective 

                 The study has the following specific objectives 

 To assess the establishment rationale and history  of Jimma Museum 

 To explore the role of Jimma Museum in preserving cultural heritage of the 

society 

 To investigate the structural organization of Jimma Museum 

 To explain the challenges and future prospects of Jimma Museum  
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  1.5 Research Methodology 

This study is designed to evaluate a Historical Survey of  Jimma Museum and its Heritage 

Collection. To undertake this study, descriptive method was employed. This method was 

selected because the nature of problems needs a wide description and investigation. In other 

words, descriptive research helps to describe and interpret the trend of current events.
34

 The 

research employed standard descriptive method using qualitative method and quantitative 

method to supplement the qualitative one.  Data for this research were collected from various 

sources of information. So as to make the research result competent, both primary and 

secondary sources of data were used. The data for this study were collected during pre-field 

data acquisition through reading relevant documents and during field work through 

observation, measurement, photographing and interview.  

 

1.6 Data collection Techniques 

   Pre-field work data acquisition method 

To get basic information about the study area (history, geographical setting, population and 

economic activities), and about the previous research works, the importance of reviewing 

different literatures is not questionable. Indeed intensive reading of the written records such 

as journals, articles, book, directives, proclamations and internet sources which are relevant to 

the title of this research was carried out during pre-field observation from Jimma University, 

ENALA, IES, National Museum of Ethiopia and ARCCH. 

   Data acquisition methods during field work 

The primary data for this study was collected during field survey through direct 

communication with the concerned bodies, in-depth interview, taking photograph at research 

site and critical observation.  

 

  Observation 

The ultimate source of information for a research of this type is the actual physical inspection 

of the sites by felid work. One way of doing such inspection is through observation. The 

researcher had conducted an observation on the museum and its collection in Jimma Town. 

Generally, the tools used in collecting relevant data for this thesis during field observation 

include; 
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Measurement 

Measurement is one of the most important ways of documenting cultural and historical sites. 

Thus the cultural objects which are found in the museum were measured using hand metric 

system in order to understand the continuity of cultural resources in the Museum. 

 

Photographing 

Any researcher, who use photograph as a means of data collecting techniques, always has to 

be aware that photographing is an interpretation of reality not means of duplicating reality. 

The researcher use digital camera to have the picture of the museum collections, sections of 

the museum, showcases of the museum, and the museum building. Besides, the researcher 

photographed the Abba Jifar palace from which most of the museum collections were 

acquired.  

Interview 

Interviewing is essential to get information which is not visible during observation. That is 

why the researcher interviewed the local peoples, Culture and Tourism Officials, and the 

museum workers so as to strengthen the data collected through observation. The researcher 

interviewed some elders, who are living in the town for long period of time and have a better 

knowledge about the museum. The basic criteria for the selection of the informants of this 

thesis were age of the person (especially for local informant), knowledge about the site, 

educational background (especially for Culture and Tourism Officials) and their willingness. 

Before conducting the interview the researcher informed the local informants about the 

objective of the study. Afterwards, the researcher held a face to face interview with the 

informants using Amharic language and Afan Oromo. 

 

1.7 Methods of data Analysis/ interpretation 

The carefully collected qualitative data through various means should be recorded, edited, 

coded, transcribed and some internal consistencies need to be made to assess the quality of 

data.
35

  The data collected using both reviewing important literatures and filed works were 

analysed using an appropriate method of data analysis to have a precious research result. 

Thus, the collected data were analysed using both quantitative and qualitative methods of data 

analysis. The data collected using reviewing various literatures, direct observation and 
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interview were analysed qualitatively. The analysed documents of this research includes 

books, magazines, newspapers, articles, and journals, published and unpublished sources such 

as reports, brochures, proclamations, directives, pamphlets, and office documents of the 

Museum. Besides, the information gathered through different tool was carefully examined to 

check their validity and reliability through organizing in a thematic way, critically analysing 

them and interpreting contextually. Finally, conclusions and recommendation was made 

based on the findings of the research. 

 

1.8 Ethical Considerations 

Some of the expected view of ethical behaviour that was used within the study is discussed as 

follows. For the purpose of data collection through interview key informants have been 

assured: voluntary participation, informed consent, anonymity and confidentiality. The study 

also followed the code of conducts not to engage in ethical violations (such as plagiarism and 

falsification of data) by using data published by others without acknowledgement and 

paraphrasing.
36

  Generally, the study has been conducted within the confines of the necessary 

regulations prohibiting plagiarism and adherence to copyright obligations 

  

1.9 Significance of the Study 

The focus of researches that have been carried out in relation to museums in Ethiopia was 

mainly on the national museums and church museums, museum governance and the like. 

Unlike these previous studies, this thesis focuses on the regional Museum of Jimma and its 

heritage preservation. This thesis, therefore, critically examines the problem encountered in 

the course of Jimma Museum, as regional Museum and its role from the perspective of 

heritage preservation. Therefore, this research will be important for the following reasons. 

Firstly, it shows the methods to be used for heritage collections, documentation, conservation, 

and capacity development. Secondly, it proposes museum service delivery without 

compromising the extremely various missions of the Museum. Thirdly, it could be an input 

for further studies and for policy makers. Fourthly, it will promote the establishment of other 

Museum at various levels. Thus, the thesis will be significant in providing some directives for 

what to be done in case of the Jimma Museum in its heritage preservation. The researcher 

believes that this thesis could be imperative for policy and decision makers. 
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1.6 Delimitation of the Study 

Even though, it is important to conduct research on all museum which are found in Oromia 

region of Ethiopia, due to both time and budget constraint geographically this study focus 

only on Jimma Regional Museum. This museum was selected on the basis of its location, its 

long year establishment, its organizational structure and sustainability. Theoretically, this 

study focuses on the current status of the museum and its role in cultural and natural heritage 

preservation.  

 

1.11 Limitation of the study 

There were different bottlenecks that hamper the smooth flow of the research. Among these 

unwillingness of the Museum manager to show the necessary document, absence of relevant 

written materials to the study, time and financial constraint were the major problems that the 

researcher was faced.                                      
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.  REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1. Theoretical Framework 

This section tried to explain terms and concepts related to museum. The researcher reviewed 

the basic concepts of museum on the bases of different scholars and organization. Then 

theories relating to the formation of museum are discussed. Moreover, the researcher 

reviewed literatures related to museum development in the global, African and Ethiopian 

context. 

                      

2.1.1. Definition of Museum 

Today various types of museums are to be found in all parts of the world, but still there are 

several elements they all have in common which make the conception of a museum 

international and universal. One of the most accessible and best-known definitions of a 

museum is the one by the International Council of Museums (ICOM).  It is a key-definition, 

which serves as a cornerstone to the understanding of the term museum: 

        …..A museum is a non-profit making, permanent institution in the   service of society 

and of its development, and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 

communicates and exhibits, for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, material 

evidence of people and their environment….
37 

The definition elucidates the fundamental nature and function of a museum. The element of 

“non-profit” is of utmost importance concerning the operation and it is also related to the 

governmental body of museum and its financial responsibilities.  As a non-profit organization 

in service of society, a museum is dependent on society’s support, both public support and 

even political.
38

  The issue that a museum is to be a permanent institution does also address 

the governing body’s responsibilities to maintain and sustain the operation and its function. 

The obligations a museum has towards society and its development certainly seems to be a 

complicated duty. This means that the operation has to be oriented towards, and for the 

                                                             
37

Several other museum associations have come up with similar definitions like ICOM, where the museum’s 

role and function is explained. For example American Association of Museums and the Museums Association in 
Britain. These definitions may vary slightly, but in basic terms and the museums operation is usually similar and 

museums do have the same obligations. See for example “Code of Ethics for Museums” by the American 

Association of museums in USA (www.aam-us.org) and “Code of Ethics for Museums „‟ by the Museum 

Association in UK (www.musuemsassociation.org). Similar definitions can be found both in Iceland and in 

Sweden, See for example www.safnarad. is and www.musei  a.se 
38 ICOM Definitions” [Without page numbers] 

http://www.aam-us.org/
http://www.musuemsassociation.org/
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http://www.musei/
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benefits of, all members of society and therefore every museum has various stakeholders with 

different interests. According to the definition the museum has to be able take notice of a 

society’s development and react to it. It has to be capable to adapt to changes in the 

environment, but the museum can also play a role itself in the development of  society, for 

example by protecting certain ideas and values.
39

 

 

And also the other organization like the Authority for Research and Conservation of Cultural 

Heritage which is on no.209/2000 define museum as non-profitable organization which 

collects, preserves and repairs Cultural Heritage renders service to the public by preparing 

and organizing collections for their use in research, study, education and entertainment.
40

                      

 

The definition also addresses the objectives of the operation related to the material evidence 

of people and their environment. The evidence people have left of their past activities applies 

to both tangible material or remains and intangible things like customs, folklores and oral 

tradition. A museum collection consists of “selected material evidence of human activity or 

the natural environment, accompanied by associated information.”
41

 This is something that 

can be referred to as cultural heritage, which can also be seen as one of the museum’s 

resources.
42

 Museums are certainly “complex organizations with multiple purposes, 

functions, and roles to perform.”
43

     

 

According to Hooper museum is institution dedicated to hold acquisition, documentation, 

preservation and display of artefacts of the world. It is an agency of cultural classification 

museums select and combine artefacts which they exhibit to publics. From the idea of Hooper 

I can analyse that museums are essential institutions to preserve historical state of affairs of 

past society to teach the existing and coming generations.
44

 Therefore museums are 

institutions which collect the objects that were used by certain society in certain time; these 

collections   narrate the socio-economic and political situation of the society in time and 

                                                             
39Code of Ethics for Museums Association, (n.p). p. 7. 
40Authority of Research and Conservation of Cultural Heritage; 209/2000, p.6. 
41Timothy Ambrose and Crispin, ‘’Museum Basic,’’ second ed. (London and New York: Taylor and Francis, 

Rout ledge press, 2006), pp.133-169. According to them understanding the history and nature of collecting, and 

change and continuity in attitudes to collection, is important aspect of a museum work. 
42Ibid. 
43 ICOM Definitions, [Without page numbers]. 
44Hooper Greenhill Eilean,’’Museum and Gallery Education, ’’ (Leicester, London and New York, 1994), pp. 

59-63. See also Kotler Neil and Philip kotler, ‘’Museum Strategy and Marketing,’’ Designing Missions; 

Building Audiences, Generating Revenue and Resources, San Francisco: 1998, pp.117-121. And Museum is 

essential institutions which demonstrates the present societies about the past and transmit to future generation. 
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space. They create bridges between old and new generation through educating by filling the 

gaps formed foreign and modern influence.
45

  

 

Generally, museums are defined as the treasure homes of the human race. They store the 

memories of the world’s people, their culture, their dreams and their hopes.
46

 Museum are 

place where heritage items are varied, kept and communicated for the purpose of enjoyment, 

inspiration, learning and advancement of knowledge. Museum is an institution in the service 

of society or hold in trust for society and of its development that houses and cares for 

collection and safeguarding of specimens and other selected core objects of scientific, artistic 

or historic importance and makes them available for public viewing.
47

 

  

Therefore, museum is not only about objects. It is beyond the simple description of objects. 

What is important and valuable about museum object is the message they communicate, the 

meaning they provide, the value they attribute and the representation generate corresponding 

to a particular notion. They also play a great role in the economic development of certain 

country.
48

 And the common museums roles are discussed in the following topic. 

 

1. 2. Role of Museum 

This section deals with the overview of museum roles in different dimensions. Today, 

museums can play a strong role in the social, cultural and economic life and wellbeing of a 

country in urban and rural settings. Both individually and collectively, museums can provide 

many benefits. The increasing importance of resurgent national, regional and local identity, 

where museums through their displays and exhibitions can serve to reflect change and 

continuity in traditional cultural values, is of major significance in museum development in 

many countries.
49

 

Taken as a whole, their collections represent a unique resource reflecting change and 

continuity in a country’s historical development, its achievements and progress and the 

challenges it has met internally and externally through time.
50

  

                                                             
45Ibid. 
46In my analysis museums are defined as the treasure homes of the human race because they store the memories 

of the world’s people, their culture, their dreams and their hopes.  
47The safeguarding of specimens and other selected core objects of scientific, artistic or historic importance and 

makes them available for public viewing.  
48And also play a great role in socio-economic development of certain countries.  
49Andrew Christenson, ‘’the Role of Museum in Cultural Resource Management’’: Society for American 

Archaeology, American Antiquity, and Vol.44. No. 1 (Jan., 1979),  pp.161-163. 
50Ibid, p.123. 
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As keepers of the collective memory, museums can play a valuable role in providing an 

understanding of identity and in fostering a sense of belonging to a place or community for 

their users. In the face of immense and open painful political and cultural change in many 

countries, their museums can provide a valuable sense of connection between the past and the 

present and serve as a spring board for the future.
51

 

 

 Along with the identification of a clear role for museums in society, there was gradually 

developed a body of theory, the study of which is known as museology. For many reasons, 

the development of this theory was not rapid. Museum personnel were nearly always 

experienced and trained in a discipline related to a particular collection, and therefore they 

had little understanding of the museum as a whole, its operation, and its role in society.
52

 As a 

result, the practical aspects of museum work for instance, conservation and display were 

achieved through borrowing from other disciplines and other techniques, whether or not they 

particularly met the requirements of a museum and its public.
53

  

 

Another major role of museum is promoting the historical value of the collections it 

preserved. Museums stand as both cultural data banks of society, made of material remains of 

the past, and theatres history’s reconstruction.
54

 Conservation of collections and their public 

presentation put museums at the  interface between cultural past and a contemporary public 

which is not only spectator but also often unconscious actor in his/her own culture.
55

 

 

 Museums have the ability to transform a selective and partial history into ‘’ absolute 

truth’’.
56

 Indeed the past is always present in museums where restorations of cultural artefacts 

maintain the illusion that material objects are interminable. Consequently the display of these 

objects in museums is supposed to represent what history made.
57

  

  

                                                             
51Ibid, pp. 28-31. 
52Boas Franz, ‘’ Some Principle of Museum administration Science’’, Dockstader: Frederick J, 1907, pp. 11-12 
53Ibid 
54Diagne Ibnou, ‘’Museums as a means of restoring historical consciousness,’’ In Museums and History in West 

Africa, edited by Cluade D. Ardouin and Emmanuel Arinze. Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press; Oxford: 
James Currey, 2000, pp.89-90. 
55 Ibid  
56 Ibid  
57Ekpo Violeta I, ‘’ History Museums: Historical reconstruction and communicating with the public. The Old 

Residency Museum, Calabar.’’ In Museum and History in West Africa, edited by Claude D. Ardouin and E.N. 

Arinze, (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000), pp. 142-150. 
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Museums are certainly “complex organizations with multiple purposes, functions, and roles to 

perform.” 
58

  There is a common problem that has been faced by most of the world museums.  

One of the challenges is to balance the conservation and use of the resources, the cultural 

heritage and to sustain that balance. At the same time museums do have such complicated 

obligations, they are facing all kind of other challenges and difficulties, for example related to 

financial issues and funding. Today most museums are under pressure, simply to prove their 

social value and the importance of their existence. There is also an increased demand for them 

to “apply ways of measuring their performance which are more appropriate to the commercial 

world.”
59

  But it is not easy to measure and evaluate a museums overall role and its social 

value.
60

  

 

Museums can even be tools for self-expression and self-recognition and they are used to 

create and represent identity.
61

  Most museums are even important centres of information and 

knowledge. But for the general public, museums have been defined cultural institutions, for 

education and enjoyment.
62

  

 

By putting it in a commercial context, it is possible to say that a museum produces and offers 

various significance to its users; recreation, sociability, learning experience, aesthetic,  socio-

cultural interaction, political, scientific, and  enchanting experience.
63

  

 

As earlier said, museums today are among the fundamental public cultural institutions in 

almost every society and a museum operation is under constant development. One of the 

major tendencies within a museum world in recent decades has been regarding the public 

dimension and access to the cultural heritage.
64

 Earlier a museums major responsibility were 

to its collections rather than to the visitors, but in recent world the focus has shifted from 

                                                             
58Kotler Neil and Philip Kotler, Museum Strategy and Marketing, Designing Missions; Building Audiences. 

Generating Revenue and Resources, San Francisco: 1998, pp.28. 
59Runyard, Sue and Ylva French, Marketing and Public Relation Handbook,  For Museums, Galleries and 

Heritage Attractions, London, 1999,  pp.100-103; in many perspectives, this can be seen as an introduction of a 
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60Ibid  
61Ibid, p, 211. See also McKercher, Bob and Hilary du Cros, Cultural Tourism: The partnership Between 

Tourism and Cultural Heritage Management, London and New York: 2002, pp. 77-78.   
62Stephen E. Weil, 2002, p. 189.  
63Kotler, Neil and Philip Kotler, 1998, p. 35.  
64The ideas address both physical and mental, or intellectual accessibility. See for example in Hooper Greenhill, 

Eileen, Museums and their Visitors, London and New York, 1994, pp. 108-113; McGinnis Rebecca, “The 

disabling society,” The Educational Role of Museum, Editor Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, London, 1999, pp. 278-
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collections care to visitor service. The new conception is that a museum should not be a store 

house but more like a work-shop and even that its “main function is to provide appealing and 

memorable museum experiences.”
65

 This change has been described as a shift of focus from 

the collections towards the people.
66

 

 

Even though terms like promotion might sound viable and irrelevant to museum is non-profit 

operation, it is only a real question of working methods and processes, which a museum can 

adopt.
67

 It might be worth considering what the terms “public” and “all of the people” mean 

in this context – this is something that can be seen a bit vague and therefore it needs some 

discussion. It is possible to argue that by their nature and function, museum confront the 

multicultural dimensions of human cultures across time and space.”
68

 The core of a museum 

ideology can be described as intercultural and international, where a museum serve as a 

platform, or neutral ground for different cultures to meet on equal level.
69

  

 

Therefore it is important for museums to consider positioning in relation to local, regional, 

national and international conditions and imperatives.
70

 During the last decades a museum 

have paid greater attention to some ethical issues concerning this, for example related to 

defining or re-defining identity, nationalism and ethnocentrism. It has been a vital task, 

especially now in a changing world where “multiculturalism and globalization poses the 

greatest challenges’’.
71

  

 

The cross-cultural perspective is a chief importance within the field of museology today and 

based on these conceptions museums do not, or at least should not, have obligations only 

towards their closest environment. A role has not only local, but even more global 
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dimension.
72

  According to this, the term public does actually mean all people, both local and 

non-local. And museums aim to “adoptive an informed appreciation of the rich and diverse 

world we have inherited”
73

 and to preserve that heritage they hold in trust for all societies 

without prejudice.
74

 They are also to serve as resources for all humankind – for increased 

knowledge and to nourish the human spirit for posterity.
75

 Therefore it is important for 

museums and professionals to have an open mind and be able to seek further ideas, which 

might be relevant and helpful to develop a museum work.
76

 

 

2.2. Historical Development of Museum 

2.2.1. In Europe 

Different scholars tried to discuss about the formation and development of museum. Among 

these scholars Geoffrey in the book of ‘’the history of Museum’’ which was published in 

1979, argues as the collection of the object is the base for formation of the museum.
77

 He has 

the assumption of collections of objects which were conveyed together because of their 

personal or collective associations occur in remote antiquity were the base for the formation 

of the museum.
78

 

 

Similarly, Duthie Emily point out, early museums began as the private collections of wealthy 

individuals, families or institutions of art and rare or curios natural objects and artefacts. 

These were often displayed in so-called wonder rooms or cabinets of curiosities.
79

 One of the 

oldest museums knows is Ennigaldi-Nanna’s museum, built by princess Ennigaldi- at the 

end of the Neo-Babylonian Empire. The site dates from c.530BCE, contained artefacts from 

earlier Mesopotamia civilizations.
80

 

 

Etymologically, the word museum comes from the Latin word, and is pluralized as‘’ 

museums’’ (or rarely, musea).  It is originally from the Ancient Greek (Mouseion), which 
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denotes a place or temple dedicated to the Muses (the patron divinities in Greek mythology of 

the arts), and hence a building set apart for study and the arts, especially the Museum 

(institute) for philosophy and research at Alexandria by philosophy and research at 

Alexandria by Ptolemy I soter about 280BC.
81

 

 

The 18
th

 century scholars of the Age of Enlightenment saw their ideas of the museums as 

superior and based their natural history museums on ‘’organization and taxonomy’’ rather 

than displaying everything in any order after the style of  Aldrovandi. While some of the 

oldest public museums in the world opened in Italy during the Renaissance, the majority of 

these significant museums in the world opened during the 18
th
 century.

82
  

  

Therefore, the modern museums ‘’predecessors were Europe’s aristocrats’’ private and social 

exclusive collections of rare or illustrative objects and during the ages museum operation was 

shaped by ideas of the Renaissance and the 18th century Enlightenment.
83

 At the beginning of 

the 19th century new ideas developed and museums were used for educating and enlightening 

the general public in order to civilize people and make the societies better.
84

 Thereby they 

were given the role of serving as one of societies’ main cultural institutions.  

Generally, the number of museums all around the globe has grown drastically during the 20th 

century.
85

 At the same time almost every aspect of museum operation has developed, as is the 

case with professionalism and different specialization within the field in Europe.
86

   

 

2.2.2 In Africa 

There were few of point regarding the development of museum in Africa. For instance, Belle 

Asante Tarsitan stated the existence of Europeans until half of 20
th

 century was the major 

reason for the beginning of museums institutions in most of African countries.
87

And reflect 

the western culture.  Even though, historical evidences attest African tradition of collection 
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and preservation before the advent of European colonialism, the tradition failed to develop 

into a full-fledged museum in its way, because the coming of European colonialism hindered 

it.
88

  

 

However, before the beginning of the colonization in Africa there was governed by African 

chiefs, rulers and kings’ has power to build their own Palace.  As a result, only few palaces 

have remained that can serve as a museum.  As Geoffrey suggest in tropical Africa the 

collection of objects also has a long history, as instanced in wayside shrines and certain 

religious ceremonies.
89

 As a result, indigenous cultural centres were not allowed to exist; on 

the other hand, the Western Countries confiscated most of the expensive objects and 

Smuggled to Europe as a treasures.
90

  

 

The period of post colonization is another turning point for the development of indigenous 

culture of African countries. Moreover,  one of the central theoretical and practical issues in 

post-colonial Africa is the relevance, nature and politics at play in the management of 

museums were established during the 19
th
 and 20

th
 centuries as European imperialist were 

spreading their colonial tentacles across the continent.
91

 The attainment of political 

independence has done little to undo or correct the obnoxious situation. Most African 

countries continue to practice colonial museology despite surging scholarship and calls by 

some Afro-centric and critical scholars the world over to address the dilemmas on the 

continent museum.
92

 Therefore the European had a great impact on the development of 

museums in Africa. 

 

2.2.3. In Ethiopia 

The development of museum in Ethiopia was contrary from that of as others African 

countries. Moreover, Ethiopia is an ancient country with remarkably rich linguistic and 

cultural diversity. According Belle, Ethiopia never stayed under European colonizers for a 

long time  and even though Ethiopia being the immunity to colonization by western powers in 
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Africa, early Ethiopian museum collections in the former imperial capitals still reflected an 

selective temperament.
93

 

 

However, before the foundation of the National Museum of Ethiopia, the Ethiopian Orthodox 

Church (here after, EOC) had/has a long history of collecting and keeping various material 

objects of both the church and the state as the national treasure respectively.
94

  Even today, 

most of the museums of the country are found under the administration or under the auspices 

of the EOC.  Nevertheless, for a long period these material objects that have been collected 

and preserved by the EOC were not properly managed for the benefit of the “general 

public”.
95

  

 

Temesgen Burka point out the factor behind the development of museum in Ethiopia was the 

emergency of French Archaeological mission in 1952 country side. Accordingly, the aim 

agreement was expanding the research program in archaeological and paleontological areas.
96

       

 

Moreover, few of scholars have tried to produce research outputs on museum found in 

Ethiopia. In addition to these researches, much of the museums, other cultural institutions and 

issues related to their development were annually stressed and have been discussed during the 

institutions of Ethiopian studies annual conferences.  

 

According to Temesgen, Merkeb, and Bereket discussed that like other large numbers of 

museums in African countries, the fundamental reason behind the foundation of the First 

Museum in Ethiopia, NME is not clearly known so far.
97

 At the same time, its historical 

development and the origin of its challenging problems that the NME is suffering from its 

foundation to these days are not well researched and documented. Because of this, the sectors 

definitive history remains unwritten and continuing without showing any significant change 

in many ways.
98

 However, before the foundation of the NME, the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 
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(here after, EOC) had/has a long history of collecting and keeping various material objects of 

both the church and the state as the national treasure.
99

 

 

The other important work which was directly related with my topic was that of Tegegn 

Sentayehu ‘’Challenges and Prospects of Marketing in Ethiopian Museums’: the Case study 

of Addis Ababa city museum and Jimma museum which was conducted in 2017. The 

researcher mainly focuses on the role of marketing approach in the two selected museums. 

The main thematic area of this work is challenges and prospects of museums however the 

research also glances at the historical background, the structure, the challenges and the 

prospects, the marketing practice of the museum in general and he discusses about Jimma 

Museum in particular.
100

 In other words this means, the other roles of the Museum: 

educational, collection, conservation, heritage preservation, exploring, entertaining, and 

others were given less concern.  Thus, as one the oldest regional museum and its wider role to 

play in preserving the heritage of the society, I believe that the heritage preservation of this 

museum needs an assessment. 

 

The second important research conducted on one of the Museum which was selected under 

this thesis was that of Mamo Soboksa’s, ‘’The Role of Jimma Museum in preserving and 

Promoting the Oromo Culture’’ which was conducted in 2012,
101

 in which the researcher 

tried to assess some practice of the museum , for instance, he gave highlight on the historical 

background, exhibition problem, and tried to assessed some role of the museum and he only 

discussed some issues about educational role of the museum and he never mentioned other 

roles of Museum. Generally, in his work the researcher has tried to cover some dimensions of 

the Museum and I find out that other contributions, history and challenges of the Museum in 

its heritage preservation is worth-studying.   

 

As the matter of fact, the existing literatures on museums of Ethiopia in general and on the 

Jimma Museum are neither detail nor comprehensive. Particularly, in the area of heritage 

preservation there has been little interest to study at regional level. As a result, it is not 
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possible to find a detailed and complete account on such topics. It was only since recent past 

that scholars started to study about museums of Ethiopia. 

 

Besides the researchers tried to address or focus on some aspects of museums. The majority 

of the previous works focus on the history, challenges and prospects, the exhibition issue, the 

collection issues, preservation and representation at national level. But, still there are many 

issues which need further investigation on the museums at regional level particularly on 

Jimma regional museum. Among the important issues some of them are the history and its 

role in heritage preservation, educational role of museum, museum accessibility, museum 

sustainability, museum policy and the documentation practices. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.1 HISTORY OF JIMMA MUSEUM 

As I have reviewed under chapter two the concept of museum in Ethiopia is related to the 

incredible diversity of peoples and cultural developments. Each group or tribe represents a 

cultural complex of specific traditions, reflected in language, dress, and housing farming 

methods. As the report prepared for the government of Ethiopia by United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization which was published in 1985 by Flemming 

Aalund entitle ‘Master Plan for Preservation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage’ 

discussed that in case of Ethiopia presentation of cultural heritage therefore calls for the 

development of regional museums, illustrating the cultural and material achievements of each 

national group in its own right.
102

   

The other point regarding the establishment of regional Museums in Ethiopia was touched by 

Alfredo Gonzalez and Victor M. Fernandez they mentions that furthermore  the creation of 

regional museums and cultural institutions in Ethiopia is being fostered by the federal policies 

of the present government.
103

Because Federal politics when applied to heritage and Museums 

can turn out to be a means of improving ethnic relations and fostering cultural exchange, 

thanks to their symmetrical character.
104

 Ethnic federalism may be a solution not only for 

keeping the diverse cultures of Ethiopia together, but solving ethnic problems elsewhere in 

Africa.
105

  However, the formation of Jimma Regional Museum traced before FDRE.  

There were various reasons behind the formation Jimma Museum which is now located in the 

centre of Jimma town known as Godaa Amba Abba Jifar. For instances, Temesgen illustrates 

that the historical background of the foundation of Jimma Museum goes as far back as the 

year of 1965E.C.
106

  But, it was not in this year that the Museum was physically founded. He 

suggested that the year 1965E was the beginning of collecting the objects that made a basis 

for the formation of the present Museum.
107

 Mamo Soboksa also describes that this year was 

the beginning of collecting the objects that made a basis for the formation of the present 
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Museum.
108

 The special occasion that led to collect the objects was the Emperor Haile 

Selassie’s visit to Jimma. As a result of this ethnographic and cultural objects that represent 

the six ethnic groups were collected from districts of Jimma, Kaffa, Gimira, Kullo, Limmu, 

and Maji.
109

   

According to my key informants; Najib Abba Rayya and Najib Abba Jebel, curator and 

director of the museum articulates that the actual establishment of the Museum took place in 

1972 E.C. The factor for the establishment of the Museum was the bazaar that took place in 

Jimma during the Dergue period. Different material cultural that demonstrate the king Abba 

Jifar’s life, the culture of Jimma Oromo and the culture of different ethnic groups that had 

relation with the king were collected and exhibited. Hence, the Jimma Museum was 

established to protect these precious cultural objects that were collected from different ethnic 

groups.
110

  

As a result of this, ethnographic and cultural objects representing different ethnic groups in 

the then province of Kaffa were exhibited. Tegegn Senteyhu explained that, the main reason 

for the establishment of Jimma regional museum was due to the presence of royal palace of 

Jimma.
111

  

 

Similarly, another document explained that “በአባ ጅፋር ቤተመንግስት ውስጥ ያሉት አብዛኞቹ ቅርሶች 

በአካባቢው የሚገኙትን የባህል ቁሳቁሶች የያዙ ሲሆን ከፊሎቹም በክፍለ ሀገሩ ቤተ መዘክር (መለስተኛ 

ሙዚየም) ይገኛሉ”.112    In other way the existing of objects in Abba Jifar palace is considered as 

the main factor for the collection in the Jimma Museum. It was not because there was the 

program of foundation of a museum in mind that collections were made but because of the 

Emperor’s reception was a target. It is a result of such kind of situation which is responsible 

for the establishment of most museums in the various province of the country.
113

 

 

Accordingly, some administrators of the Kaffa province were the main agents in early 

development of Kaffa Museum later transferred to Museum of Jimma. For instance, 
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Dejjamach Kabbada Garamu was the administrator of the province of Kaffa and he had 

interest to establish the Museum in the province, he stated that “I would like to thank for 

those who conduct this good opportunity in the area of cultural arena in my respected area, 

province”. 
114

 Even though, there were opposition from different local communities on the 

issue of transfer, the Jimma Museum was (the site) later transferred to Milk house from Kaffa 

to Jimma.  Consequently, the administration of the province was agreed to give place for the 

establishment the Museum by helping in any ways.
115

   

                                       

 

                            Figure 3: The Former Jimma Museum collection site in Milk House                

According to the report conducted in 1976E.C Kaffa Branch, shows in the Kaffa the 

administration province had also interest to expand modern education in six awrajja of the 

province.
116

 Consequently, first three awrajja such as Jimma, Kaffa, and Bimira were the 

priorities of the opening of library were given. According report 1976E.C designates, the 

Jimma was provides the following services for tourist, teacher, students and guests. Since its 

foundation the Museum faced serious challenges financial, human power, tour guide and etc. 
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His report recommended that, in order to solve the existed problems its need support from 

ministry of culture, perhaps financial and human power must be solved.
117

  

 

Consequently, the administration of Kaffa province ordered them to carry out a profound  

research for conservation and full transfer of heritage objects and identify the basic problems 

that before transferred by the groups. The main agents of the Group were the provincial 

administrator, church workers, ministry of culture and tourism, and others official workers.  

Moreover, these groups carried out evaluation and report and research to establish the 

permanent site for the collections that temporally handled in the milk house. As a result the 

concept of the Museum was developed gradually in Kaffa province. 
118

 

 

Accordingly, regarding on the historical foundation of Jimma Museum, there were several 

evaluations and reported papers were presented. For instance, the evaluation paper which was 

conducted in August 1977 contain in what way the Jimma Museum was founded, which was 

Kaffa province later transferred to Jimma town. And the other issues of the Museum were 

collections and its kind services that provide by the Museum to users.
119

 Accordingly, the 

Jimma Museum was founded in the former Kaffa province and later transferred to Jimma 

town based on its safeguarding of the museum and it is collection by Authority of Research 

and Conservation of Cultural heritage, the place of for the foundation of the Museum was not 

conducive. Therefore, in order to solve such problems at the beginning two measures were 

taken by ARCCH:
120

 

 First evaluate and analyse the problem related to the building site by 

comparing the former with the later one. 

 Preparing the Museum collection and open for public. And inventing 

volunteer groups those who have interest to engaging in the area of cultural 

institutions. 

Similarly, in 1977 the chief administrations of Kaffa province called them to meet together 

and discussed on the Museum transformation and allow them to do on it. The main agendas 

of the meeting were to announce the problems that hindered the establishment of the Museum 
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and need supports from higher government officials.
121

  As earlier stated the existence of the 

historical monument of Abba Jifar palace was the main factor for the establishment of the 

Jimma Museum.  In order to keep and conserve the palace, historians must be needed to study 

the history of the palace and cultural objects. According to their discussion there was mandate 

right to collect all heritage objects of the province based collection policy and other issues 

were discussed. Finally, they reached on a common consensus to establish the Museum at 

Jimma town.
122

 

Later on 1977, the report was conducted in the kaffa province on the Museum which is found 

in Jimma town. The report shows that Kaffa Museum later transferred from Milk house to 

Jimma temporarily in government storage room until the other new building for Museum was 

found. During the period when the report was prepared, the agents the Museum were waiting 

the responds from concerned bodies.
123

 

Consequently, in 1978, the province administrator Kaffa had no interest to take Milk house as 

storage room for the Museum collections. Because, they argued that the building is not 

designed for Museum purpose and hence not appropriate for the collections. Finally, in order 

to solve the overall problems of the Museum faced, the Kaffa Museum preparation evaluation 

report was conducted in 1979 by Mamo Bogala. According to him, the former Museum 

condition such as objects and collection management and comments of various reports was 

analysed. When the report was presented there was no permanent building for Jimma 

Museum. The presentation was attended by the Ministry of culture and tourism, by Tesfaye 

Asaffa. The main problems which slow down the establishment of permanent museum 

include shortage man power, and absence of modern architecture.
124

 

However, the actual establishment of the Jimma Museum was the bazaar that conducted in 

Jimma town during the Dergue period in 1980.
125

 As my prominent informant who 

participated on the bazar Ato Woldena Akililu stated that, on the bazar higher official of the 

dergue, provincial administration of Kaffa and religious fathers, ministry of culture and 
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ministry of market were invited.
126

 As a result, after few years later in 1986 the permanent 

exhibition of the Jimma Museum was began at the present place of the Museum site.
127

  This 

building was nationalized by Dergue from the private owners called Tamirat Bito.
128

 

 

 

       Figure 4: The present site of Jimma Museum (photo taken by Wagane Meskelu)           

  

The objects that were collected are not defined with necessary information to convey any 

message they carried as heritage objects.  Documentation activity is not actually carried out. 

As a result, the museum is not in a position to identify and sort out its objects according to 

their importance.   

                                  

3.1.1   Collections of Jimma Museum 

Museum collections are widely varied. There are collections of art, of scientific specimens, of 

historic objects, of living zoological specimens and much more.
129

 Because there are so many 

things to collect, most museums have a specific area of specialization. For instance, a history 
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museum may only collect objects relevant to a particular county or even a single person, or 

focus on a type of object such as automobiles or stamps. Art museums may focus on a period, 

such as modern art, or a region. Very large museums will often have many sub collections, 

each with its standard for collecting. A natural history museum, for example, will have 

mammals in a separate collection from insects.
130

 

 

Because museums cannot collect everything, each potential new addition must be carefully 

considered as to its appropriateness for a given museum's defined area of interest.
131

 A 

museum is distinguished by a collection of often unique objects that forms the core of its 

activities for exhibitions, education research etc. This differentiates it from an archive or 

library, where the contents may be more paper-based, replaceable and fewer exhibitions 

oriented, or a private collection of art formed by an individual, family or institution that may 

grant no public access.
132

  

 

Museums normally have a collecting policy for new acquisitions, so only objects in certain 

categories and of a certain quality are accepted into the collection. The process by which an 

object is formally included in the collection is called accessioning and each object is given a 

unique accession number.
133

 Despites the collections are the essential part of museum, the 

history of collecting and the formation and management of collections is a fascinating and 

complex field of study. Collections have been formed in countries throughout the world for 

many centuries, and collecting as a human endeavour takes place for many reasons in and 

outside of museums. It is possible, however, to detect general underlying trends in collecting 

at different periods, and to analyse collecting in a variety of ways.
134

Most of the Jimma 

Museum objects were collected in the form of gift to Abba Jifar II from local people and the 

foreigners particularly from neighbour countries.
135

 

  

A collection manager ensures the proper care and preservation of objects within cultural 

institutions such as museums libraries and archives. Collection managers, along with 
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registrars, curators, and conservators, play an important role in collections care. Collection 

Managers and Registrars are two distinct collection roles that are often combined into one 

within small to mid-size cultural institutions.
136

  

 

Collection Managers can be found in large museums and those with a history and natural 

history focus whose diverse collections require experienced assessment to properly sort, 

catalog, and store artifacts.
137 

 A collection manager may oversee the registrar, archivist, 

curator, photographer, or other collection professionals, and may assume the responsibilities 

of these roles in their absence within an organization. However, the Jimma Museum manager 

has no hold the above stated responsibilities due to lack of proper knowledge about the 

collections in the Museum. Therefore the researcher concludes in order to handling the 

collections of the Museum needs additional qualified manpower those who fulfill the above 

criteria.   

 

Jimma Museum is preserved, and has been promoting the cultural heritage of nation and 

nationalities. The presence of these cultural objects in the Museum shows that these different 

nations lived with Oromo people in the area. These societies lived together for a long period 

in harmony having different attitude, culture, religion, language, and other differences. From 

these outlooks one can conclude that the Jimma Oromo has good tolerance for other ethnic 

groups. Having these cultural materials in the museum indicate the value that Oromo people 

gave for other nation and nationalities culture and history.
138

 

 

The collections from southern Nation, Nationalities and, cultural objects that depicts the 

community and general mass of Oromo people counts less than twenty five objects dedicated 

for the Museum collections. In contrasts the very interesting palace Museum that narrates the 

history of the king Abba Jifar is an empty building.
139

 Thus all objects in the Museum and the 

palace are losing their context due to improper placement. Almost all my key informants; the 

staff of the Museum, the director and curator and staff of culture and tourism office of the 

Zone, city dwellers and Abba Jifar families are voluntary for the separation of Jimma 

Museum and the Abba Jifar palace. Consequently, the two Museums are separated and they 
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operate their work independently and perform their intended goal of establishment. If the 

objects that are displayed in the King Palace, Jiren, they will clearly narrate the history and 

living condition of the king in a proper context.
140

  

     

The religious objects that are found in the Museum represent both Christian and Muslim 

religions. Although king Abba Jifar was follower of Islamic religion he preserved the 

Christian religious objects in his palace. Following his custom the Museum also collected and 

preserved the Christian religious objects.
141

  

 

 As far as the collection are concerned, the royal objects of Abba Jifar II and his predecessors 

of the rulers of Jimma and the surrounding make the chief agent of the Museum collections. 

These objects include mainly wooden products made by the craftsmen of the king. Museums 

acquire material for their collections in a variety of ways. Others were gifts of objects 

received as a result of from outside relations particularly Muslims from Saud Arabia.
142

 The 

other major collection that made an influential picture of museum’s historical section as they 

call it Emperor Haile Sellassie’s throne prepared in the same year of his visit by the local 

community of Jimma. There are also the different objects of the described ethnic groups that 

contributed their heritage by the time.
143

 

 

In fact those Collections are traditionally the foundation for the museum’s activities. 

According to Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, the museum’s director and curator, Jimma museum has 

more than 1500 collections of which 800 were on display.
144

 The director added that of the 

objects were historical, ethnographic, different nation and nationalities objects, natural history 

(fossils) and the traditional dresses of Jimma and surrounding people. The current exhibition 

was initially organized in 1988 and although a slight modifications and rearrangements were 

made no major restructuring was took place.
145

 However, later some of the Jimma Museum 

collections were organized into seven sections based on their typology and purpose in August 

2004.
146
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Moreover, collections are the defining traits of the museum. Equally, policies guiding 

principle and manuals are aimed at acquiring, managing and disposing items are not 

important.
147

 The prime problem that the researcher found out in the Museum collections is 

that the heritages were collected without policy and procedures. In addition, the intangible 

heritages are uniformly important to understand the political, social and diplomatic history of 

Jimma area. 

 

3.1.2 Exhibition at Jimma Museum 

As UNESCO describes the exhibition is developed either by collecting the representation of 

the community to the museum or from the collection that was existed in the museum.
148

 

Herreman also agree with this ideas he defined that exhibition means to reflect the contents of 

museum collected objects.
149

 Exhibition objects are windows to the times when, where and 

for what purpose they were made. As Claire adds some ideas they are also entryways into the 

ideas and values of their creators and also, considered as a mirror to our humanity.
150

  The 

other type is didactic display where by intentionally designed to tell story and to educate the 

public, the story, may be Prehistory, History, Biology and Folk art of region that helps to 

story.
151

 Despite, the above stated ideas the Jimma Museum is provides exhibition service 

with little interpretation due to lack of clear history of the cultural objects in the Museum. For 

instance, the last section of the Museum is known Natural history room, but only the remains 

part animals hanged in the room without interpretation.
152

  This implies that the Museum has 

no interest to document all sections of the Museum in their nature and purpose of these 

treasures.   

     

According to British Museum Policy about on display clearly explained that this kind of 

display contains many collections but tells little why they are important. Visible storage is 
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open the store for the interested one and keep in the store to protect the objects.
153

 Therefore, 

some of the objects of the Jimma Museum are categorized under visible storage. But, most of 

the remains are invisible to the visitor due to the lack of enough spaces for storage.
154

     

As my key informants stated that at first, even after the formal opening of the museum the 

idea of moving the objects to the palace has gained a weight and the museum has decided to 

transport the objects to the palace.
155

 However, because of the fringe location of the palace 

from the town and the security issues the final transfer of the museum objects was terminated. 

Although the current building was not purposely built for the use of museum, it was located at 

a very accessible position for visitors. It was an old building used for different purposes at 

different time. It has more than thirteen (13) classes and seven of them were used as 

exhibition rooms.
156

                                    

In case of exhibition, Jimma Museum has its own exhibitions. According to Dorethea the 

exhibition is organized by considering the interest, knowledge, learning methods, attitudes, 

background, the expected outcome and the mission of a museum. For instance only few of the 

Jimma Museum collections are exhibits. Most of them are collected in the storage room.
157

 

Museum exhibition is an activity to communicate with visitors, through displaying objects 

with proper interpretation narratives.
158

 However, the Jimma Museum provides exhibition 

service through guiding the visitors in the form of showing objects.  Whereas, the term 

“Display" is fairly recent in the context of the exhibition as far as the meaning of the display 

is concerned, it refers literary to screen and visual presentation of factual matter. But, in case 

of display, the Jimma museum has no display on the screen and. The only form of display 

objects in the Jimma Museum is conducting through visual presentation and tour guide to 

visitors. 

The exhibit is grouping of collections within the complete interpretation for the general 

visitors.  Whereas, the exhibition is the activities of human and the natural environment that is 

the representation of nations object to the general public. It contains both display and exhibit.  

According to information obtained from my key informants and my personal observation 

justifies that Jimma Museum exhibits and displays both natural heritage and cultural heritage 

                                                             
153Ibid.  
154Informant: Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, interviewed, Oct.25/2010E.c at Jimma Museum compound. 
155Ibid. 
156Ibid   
157

Ibid. 
158Dorethea R, ‘’Curating Politics and Display,’’2014. [Without Page]. 
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of human made in the early time.
159

 The natural heritage in the Jimma Museum may include 

part remains such as horn, skin and Ivory. From seventh sections of the Museum only one 

section is considered as natural history room, while remains are considered as cultural 

heritage. The others are chair, bed, traditional water container and armaments. 
160

The core 

source of the exhibition is the society that represents them.
161

 

 

3.1.2.1 Categories of Museum exhibitions 

As Dean suggests that the exhibition is categorized as commercial and Museum exhibition 

depending on purpose and providers of the exhibition. The main objective of commercial 

exhibition is to promote and sell goods and services. Whereas, the main purpose of the 

Museum’s is exhibition is to communicate and convey messages by using various interpretive 

techniques.
162

  Neves also suggests that Museum exhibitions are also classified as permanent 

and temporary (travelling, online) exhibitions depending on theme, objectives and types of 

collection
163

   

                           

3.1.2.1.1 Permanent Exhibitions at the Jimma Museum 

According to Herreman permanent exhibition take years to prepare mount and launch and 

remain open to the public for quite a long time (10-15 years).
164

  The permanent exhibition of 

the Jimma Museum was some of the objects on display stayed more than 20 years.
165

 As 

earlier stated Jimma museum has permanent exhibition system which has been designed in 

1986.
166

  

 

In this case most of Ethiopian museums has surpassed the period provided for the permanent 

exhibition system.  According to, the Museum director and curator, recently the museum has 

                                                             
159Informants;  Ato Wudad Abba Fita and W/o Shito Abba Gisa; interviewed on Nov, 4/2010E.c. at Jimma town. 
160From this we can understand that majority of the collections of Jimma Museum is exhibit human artefacts.  
161More sections of the Museum are fulfilled by cultural objects, what it called cultural heritage.  
162Dean D, Museum exhibition: Theory and Practice; (Paper back:  New York, 1996), pp.36-41. 
163 Neves P,  The making of Exhibition: Purpose, structure, Roles and process. (Washington DC:   2002), pp.17-

18. 
164Herreman Y,   Display, Exhibit, and Exhibition, in Patrick J. Boylan, Running a Museum. A practical 

Handbook, France ICOM, 2004, pp.11-13. 
165

 Informant: Negash Ibsa, interviewed, Oct, 16/2010 in Jimma town 
166Informants; Ato Nejib Abba Jebel; Ato Abba Rayya and Ato Negash Ibsa; interviewed on Nov 6&7 at Jimma 

town respectively and also a report prepared by Jimma Zone cultural and Tourism Bureau shows that the 

permanent exhibition was began 1986. As Mahlet, 2012 and Merkeb, 2007, discussed these issues that 

moreover, realizing on permanent exhibition requires mobilizing adequate resource and numbers of professional. 
More importantly permanent exhibitions are considered, often as venue where museums tried to reflect the 

content, nature and volume of their collection as well. 
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undertaken redesigning work with the help of a fund from European Union.
167

 As my key 

informant, this exhibition is developed, managed and implemented by an Italian freelance 

specialist designer named Professor Enricco Castelle.
168

 However, apart from repositioning of 

some objects, no major restructuring was undergone.
169

 

 

3.2.1.2 Temporary Exhibitions at Jimma Museum 

As British Museum policy and Neves describes temporary exhibitions are not only short time 

bounded but also thematic based prepared. Temporary exhibition could be organized:-to 

promote and commemorate certain national and local events, to educate and create awareness 

on certain burning contemporary issues, to familiarize the public acquisitions, to increase 

numbers of visitors, to stratify the special need of certain categories of museum visitors, to 

entertain and to standardize the temporary exhibition and to organized educational exhibition 

at international level.
170

 

 

Gardner also suggests as survey conducted in 1985 at university of Indaho at Moscow, 

showed the reason why Museums organize temporary exhibition is for encouragement of 

return visitors, incentives for member ship, to show the museum is active, changing and 

existing place.
171

 The temporary exhibition at the Jimma Museum display objects in contrary 

to Neves and Gardner argument. 

 

However, temporary exhibition could be impacted by plenty factors. The following are 

identified as most objectives of the Museum, the content and volume of object, the selected 

themes, targeted visitors, by the allocated amount of resources, experience of display 

experts, the availability of display inputs, the impacts of diverse, attractive alternative 

entertainment industries, the culture of the public towards visiting exhibition at the Jimma 

Museum has a lot of challenges to display according to the standard of temporary 

exhibitions.  

                                                             
167

 Informant; Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, Museum directors and Curator’s, interviewed Oct.12/2010E.C at Jimma 

town specifically, in the museum compound. 
168Informant; Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, Museum directors and Curator’s, interviewed Oct.12/2010E.C at Jimma 

town specifically, in the museum compound. 
169

Tegegn Senteyhu, 2017, pp.41. 
170British Museum Policy; Neves P, The making of Exhibition: Purpose, structure, Roles and process. 

(Washington D.C: 2002), pp.24-31. 
171Gardner, ‘’Museum temporary Exhibitions,’’ No, 152, Vol, xxx, VIII.1986). [N p]. 
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Some exhibitions are conceptual oriented where; the main focus is on transmitting 

information for exhibition visitors. According Dean mostly 60% in information and 

educational display whereas, 40% is object oriented.
172

 This like placing objects on the 

display to the view of the general public. The second type of exhibition is object oriented 

where collections are central point.
173

 The object on display should speak for itself, without 

giving much emphasises for interpretation.  The temporary exhibition at the Jimma Museum 

was began recently, collaboration with Jimma University. The main agent for this reason 

was the celebration of Tourism Week in the University from Dec, 26-30/2010E.C.
174

  

 

3.3. The Collections in Historical room 

The first section of the museum was named the historical collections room. As the 

information obtained from my key informant and researcher agree that most of the objects in 

this room were the material heritage which was used by Abba Jifar and his successors.
175

 

Among the objects the notables are, the Abba Jifar II throne, chairs, a big shelf used as a 

closet, wooden bath and movable toilet, the kings’ umbrella, a large banquet table, a throne 

made for Emperor Hailesilassie I, various gifts presented to Abba Jifar II from different 

foreign countries including were confined in this room.
176

  

              

                 Figure 5 Collections in Historical Room (photo taken by Wagane Meskelu) 

                                                             
172Dean D, Museum exhibition: Theory and Practice; (Paper back:  New York, 1996), p.38 
173Ibid  
174 Jimma Museum annual report, 2009 E.C 
175Informant; Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, the Museum director and curator’s; interviewed on Oct. 25 in Jimma 

Museum compound. From this section I analysis that most of these objects was given to Abba Jifar from 

different countries and it shows that the king had strong diplomatic relationship with outside during his period. 
176Collection in historical room is shows that most of objects that had been used by Abba Jifar II and his 

successors. 
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Hence, the Jimma Museum is playing an important role of preserving the cultural objects 

those exhibit the socio-economic status that most of Jimma’s Oromo experienced in their life 

during past time. From the objects someone can understood the socio economic that the 

Oromo people practiced in their life. So the Museum is performing the role of promoting the 

culture of society for others.
177

 

Even though the Museum collected and preserved many cultural objects that narrate the 

socio-economy of Jimma people, it has the weakness of preserving and promoting the 

material cultures that express the general mass. For instance, the society is agrarian who 

practice mixed farming that means farming and husbandry. However, the Museum does not 

collect the material that describes this practice, instead, the Museum focused mainly on 

collections of ruling families.
178

 As of the researcher the Museum was established to 

represent the whole mass of Jimma society, so it is good to preserve and promotes properly 

the culture of the whole group without any isolation.   

 

3.4. Collections in Traditional Room 

The second section was named traditional and cultural dresses room. Although it was named 

cultural dresses room other non- dressing materials were also found in the room.  In this 

section one hundred thirty two (132) objects are found. From these, only eight cultural clothes 

of different nation and nationalities are found.   And also musical instruments of different 

nation and nationalities of the area, the king and different wood products and various photos 

were found in this room. Unlike the first room which was overcrowded and ill-organized, the 

second room has no many collections.
179

  

                                                             
177The other significance of the Museum collections are explains the way of socio-economic of the community. 
178But, it has the weakness of preserving and promoting the material cultures that express the general mass 

society. 
179In my analysis in this collection, the traditional materials of various ethnic were it has been displaying and 

exhibit. However it has no sufficient interpretation in a written form.   
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                Figure 6: Collections in Traditional Room (Photo taken by Wagane Meskelu) 

 

3.5. Collections in Ethnographic and Armaments Room 

The third section has reserved for Ethnographic and armaments. This room displays war 

materials, religious objects and cultural objects that were used by king Abba Jifar. Some of 

the objects includes ethnographic objects of different ethnic groups, religious scriptures like 

Koran and the Holy Bible, neck laces, household materials used by the king, cups, perfume 

and cosmetics, war materials of modern weapons that were plundered from the Italian armies 

during Ethio-Italian War of 1934-35 G.C, weapons that were confiscated during the Dergue 

Period and traditional armaments such as eighteen(18) Spears are found, each of them  have 

about 1m and 70cm up 2m length, and also four (4) Swords  are available in this section. 
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Each of Swords has about minimum sixty centimetres (60cm) and maximum of their length.    

They were made and used by the local community and others are displayed.
180

 

 

 

Figure 7: Collections in Ethnographic and Armaments Room (Photo taken by Wagane 

Meskelu) 

 

3.6. Nation and Nationalities Material Culture Room 

The fourth section was called Nations and Nationalities Material Culture room. Although it 

was named nations and nationalities material culture room, most of the collection were 

objects used by Abba Jifar. According to my key informant this section has contain the 

cultural objects that were made by local handcrafts used by king Abba Jifar and his family. 

                                                             
180Collections in Ethnographic and Armaments section includes, religious scriptures like Koran and the Holy 

Bible, necklaces others household materials and war materials.  From this section we understand that the 

Jimma’s king, Abba Jifar was strong warrior and had strong military army during his rule. 
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Among these cultural objects some of them are traditional food container made up of animal, 

traditional chairs, a big banquet table, water containers made up of hippo skin etc.
181

 

 

Figure 8: Collections of Nations and Nationalities Material Culture Room (photo taken by 

Wagane Meskelu). 

 

3.7. A Photo Gallery and Archives Room. 

The fifth section was named a photo gallery and archives room. Unlike all other sections, this 

room was moderately organized and has no many objects.  Different photographic contents 

both of recent and old photos were hanged on the walls scattered. Photographs of Ethiopian 

kings, including emperor Yohannes IV, Menelik II, Hailesillasie I and Abba Jiffar II were 

                                                             
181Informant; Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, Museum director’s and curator most of these was used by Abba Jifar and 

his families. Being this room is known as nation and nationalities room it is not represent the nation and 

nationalities treasures not indicated as name. 
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found in this room.  However like many other rooms in which objects were put without their 

proper classifications, there are also wood products and dresses in this room.
182

 

 

Figure 9: Collections in Photo Gallery and Archives Room (photo taken by Wagane Meskelu) 

 

3.8. Reception Room 

The sixth section was an Office for the director and also used as a reception and ticket room. 

It serves as an office and of different photo was hanged in the room and the traditional coffee 

ceremony objects were placed. The photographs include; the Abba Jifar’s family photo, the 

photo of Abba Jabal Abba Jifar, who had great role in the formation of Jimma Museum, the 

photographs of the last ruler of Jimma State Abba Jobir Abba Dula, Abba Jifar palace and 

                                                             
182Informant, Nejib Abba Jebel; interviewed on Nov. 22/ 2010E.C at a site of a Museum and also I took a photo 

by assistance.  So from the pictures of section we can understand that different Ethiopian rulers and the 

Ethiopian map and its neighbours were suspend in this room. 
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Abba Jifar. In addition the picture of Saqa fall which has good attraction for tourists and the 

photograph of Lucy (Dinknesh) were also found in this room.
183

  

                        

 

Figure 10: Reception Room of Jimma Museum (A Photo taken by researcher; Wagane 

Meskelu)  
 

                              

 3.9. Collection in Natural History room   

The seventh and the last room is called Natural History room. It is also known as Natural 

Heritage collection room. This room has witnessed the rich animal wealth of the area in the 

past and one can witness the rich wildlife resource of the area by seeing the dried heads of 

these animals. This room incorporates dried wild animals skins stuffed through taxidermy 

                                                             
183Reception is a social engagement, usually to formally welcome some one and a given place where guest are 

received. Therefore reception room in Jimma Museum is another component of collections in Jimma regional 

Museum. It includes Abba Jifar’s Families photos and photo of Abba Jabal Abba Jifar, who had a great role in 

formation of Jimma Museum.  
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technique.  These fossil and dried animals include buffalo, lion, leopard, elephant, 

hippopotamus, crocodile, ostrich egg, and others as portrayed below on figure 7.
184

 

                

Figure 11 Collections in Natural History Room. (A photo taken by researcher; Wagane 

Meskelu) 

In general all these collections of Jimma Regional Museum plays a great role in 

understanding general set up of the Museum, and living condition of the society. It presents 

the cultural objects illustrate the past way of the Oromo people and nation and nationalities of 

around Jimma’s.
185

 The objects particularly show the diplomatic relation that the kings of 

Jimma had locally and abroad. They also indicate the socio-economic situation of late 19
th
 

and 20
th

 Centuries of Jimma society.
186

 

There are many collections demonstrating the political situations that the Jimma society’s 

practice in their life. Among that we can find materials which are donated and rewarded for 

Abba Jifar from different countries. For example the bed, which is in the first section of the 

Museum, came to Jimma from Zanzibar across Sudan. From this we can say that the Jimma 

state had good diplomatic relationship both countries. Thus the Museum is promoting the 

                                                             
184In section we see the different remains of animals from these we see most them their horns but I didn’t get 

adequate information for what purpose they was killed and collected in this Museum. 
185JTAO, Archival Department minutes of the municipal council of Jimma June, 28, 1999E.C 
186From this section we can understand that, the section is very small in size and it is contain other materials.  
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political situation that Jimma society’s had with these countries by preserving this historical 

object.
187

  

 

 In addition there are many military objects that were collected in the Museum as it is 

discussed under the third section of the Museum they had different historical background. 

The objects tell us the political life that the Jimma’s society had faced. When they build the 

kingdom the Jimma Oromo confronted with different nations in different direction.
188

 Until 

the last quarter of nineteenth century, Jimma fought against its neighbours, extended to the 

east and southeast and eventually became the most powerful in the region. By the 1870s, 

Jimma controlled the fertile land of the area.
189

  

         

The diversified cultural objects are found in the museum create a good opportunity for the 

Oromia and South Nation and Nationalities to build interaction between regional and cultural 

communication.
190

 There are various cultural and historical objects that show the living style 

of nation and nationalities of south people, therefore it is better if the regions take the 

responsibility of conserve precious objects with collaboration of Oromia Regional State and 

nation in one hand helps the region to preserve and promote their culture. In the other hand it 

helps two regions to build cultural communication, it means exchanging experience.
191

 

           

3.3. Organizational Structure of the Museum 

Museums are classified based on various criteria. According to Ambrose and Paine, they can 

be classified by the nature and number of the collection. Museum can be classified by service 

they can rendering and whatever they are. They are also classified by ownership.
192

 The 

Jimma Museum is administered by the regional government i.e. Oromia culture and Tourism. 

Thus, it is categorized under public museum, in terms of ownership.
193

  

 

                                                             
187It is show Abba Jifar had strong diplomatic relation with neighbour’s countries in socio-economic and 

political relationship.  
188Herbert S. Lewis, A Galla Monarchy: Jimma Abba Jifar, Ethiopia, 1830-1932. (Madison University: 

Wisconsin press, 1965), pp. 56-59.  
189Ibid, pp. 7-18.  
190The collections of Jimma Museum play a great role in  creating harmonious relationship between Jimma 

Oromo’s with other nation and nationalities of Ethiopia especially with SNNP 
191 Ibid 
192Ambrose and Paine, 2006, pp. 133-141. 
193Informants; Nejib Abba Rayya and Nejib Abba Jebel Interviewed Oct 27/2010E.C at Jimma town. 
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The position of the director or the head of the museum is a keeper of the Museum collections, 

this means, the director is responsible, and has direct access, to the concerning bodies. Hence 

the governing bodies should consider the knowledge which is required to fill the post 

effectively.
194

 These include professional abilities and knowledge, whose is complement by 

ethical conduct. In contrary the seat of the director of the Museum is under the Jimma Town 

Culture and Tourism Office, which also responsible for all cultural institutions in Jimma 

town.
195

 

 

The hierarchies of the Jimma Museum also organized as the following structure. The 

Museum director is also responsible and facilitates curator, guides, exhibition, educational 

program, guard and cleaner.  However, the Museum director did not monitor these guidelines 

due to lack of Management qualification and training on the field of Museology. 

                                  Head of Oromia Culture and Tourism Bureau 

                                                           V/Head 

Tourism Department  Culture Department Art Department  

   

                                      Jimma Town Culture and Tourism office 

    

Tourism       Shanan Gibe Band           Jimma Museum                           Heritage Department  

 

                                                              Director  

  

Curator           Guides        Exhibition          Educational program        guard         Cleaner   

                         (Source; The Jimma Museum Guiding principles, 2006)
196

 

                                                             
194Ibid  
195Ibid  
196

The guiding principles of Jimma Museum, 2006. 
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Each organization has responsibilities. At the top of diagram there is the head of Oromia 

Culture and Tourism Bureau, it is responsible for facilitating various institutions at all Zone 

level to enhance and develop the culture of the Oromo society.
197

 It has responsible for the 

three consecutives institutions under its mandate such as Tourism department, Cultural 

department, and Heritage Management and follow all activities of each institutions with legal 

framework of the Bureau’s.
198

 These the above mentioned institutions have their own 

responsibilities, for instance the Tourism department is responsible for provide and assessing 

all   tourism centre for the Zone and preparing annual report. The Cultural department is 

responsible for the expansion of supporting cultural institutions town, while Art department is 

responsible for investigation and evaluation human talent such as music and other handcraft 

work.
199

 

 

The Jimma Town Culture and Tourism office has managing overall right in the tourism 

activities in the town. According to Nejib Abba Rayya, the main function of this office is 

assessing the overall tourism activities in the town, approved annual budget for the maintain 

of the tourism centres of the town, meet annually once, check and balance the workers of 

tourism in the Jimma Town.
200

 Writing and allowing the collaboration letters for researchers 

those who want to study on the area of tourism, Shanan Gibe Band, Jimma Museum, and 

Heritage Department. The director of the Jimma Museum is responsible for, curator, guides, 

exhibition, educational program, guard cleaner, generally, managing the Museum 

activities.
201

  

 

Horizontally, the organizational structure of the Museum has a little coordination within most 

organization except tourism offices. Currently, the guiding principles of the Museum working 

together to ensure such problems based the vertical structure.
202

 

 

Collection managers are responsible for the long-term preservation of collections.
203

 They 

oversee the physical care of objects and form the hands-on problem-solving component of a 

                                                             
197Ibid 
198Ibid 
199Ibid  
200Informant: Ato Nejib Abba Rayya, Oct, 21/2010E.C Jimma town  
201

 Informant: Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, Oct, 22/2010E.C in Jimma Museum compound 
202.Ibid 
203 Ambrose and Paine, 2006, pp. 133-135. 
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collections team.
204

 For instance the Collection managers of National Museum of Ethiopia 

work collaboratively with registrars, who are document-oriented and responsible for risk 

management of the collection. Registrars maintain facility reports, contracts, and legal 

records associated with acquisitions, inventory, incoming and outgoing loans, shipping, and 

insurance. According the common collection policies of Ethiopian museums, they must keep 

current with national and international regulations and procedures as they work with custom 

agents and brokers to acquire security, custom permits, insurance coverage, government 

indemnity, and requests for immunity from judicial confiscation.
205

 The collection manager of 

Jimma Museum does not access all heritage objects. For instance, out of 1500 total 

collections of the Museum only 800 objects has been displayed and guided by one person 

called Nejib Abba Jebel.
206

 

 

According to collection policies of National Museum of Ethiopia elucidate that the collection 

managers work in cooperation with curators, registrars, conservators, art handlers, exhibit 

fabricators; mount makers, facilities managers, security, and housekeeping. They are 

responsible for establishing and maintaining high standards of collections care, from 

acquisition to conservation to display.
207 

 Depending on the institution, the National museum 

of Ethiopia , and its collection managers may by tasked with drawing up a departmental 

budget, providing expenditure projections, and if necessary, raising funds in the form of grant 

writing.
208

 However the Jimma regional Museum has not properly applied the above 

illustrated organizational structures of the Museum.  

 

There are specific skills, abilities, and areas of knowledge necessary for collection managers. 

All collection managers must be skilled in object handling, able to accurately identify objects, 

artifacts, and specimens within their institution's collection, and have knowledge of 

preventative conservation methods and procedures. It is essential that collection managers are 

educated about the organization, arrangement, and nomenclature of objects, artifacts, and 

specimens in their field of interest.
209 

The Jimma Museum collection manger is also scarce in 

                                                             
204

 የባህልና ቱሪዝም ሚኒስቴር ፣የቅርስ አሰባሰብ ፣መመሪያ ቁጥር 16/2006 አዲስ አበባ, ኢትዮጲያ 2006, p.3-12( 

Ministry of Culture and Tourism,  Heritage collection Directive, Directive No. 16/2006, Addis Ababa Ethiopia) 
205 Ibid  
206 Informant: Nejib Abba Jebel interviewed, Dec, 25/2010E.C at Jimma town.  
207
ብሔራዊ ሙዚየም (ዓመተ ምህሪትዉም) .የብሔራዊ ሙዚየም ብሩሸር. አዲስ አበባ ኢትዮጲያ, 1992, pp., 9-

14( National Museum of Ethiopia fifth Anniversary, A Brochure, Addis Ababa) 
208 Ibid  
209Ibid , p.17 
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managing of the Museum collections. Because the Collection managers also need training and 

clear guiding principles to be knowledgeable about collection management software for 

cataloging and record keeping. 

 

According to the policy of National Museum of Ethiopia most institutions require collection 

managers to have an undergraduate degree in their specialty area such as art, history, or 

archeology.
210

 And also archivists, curators, and museum workers "should expect very strong 

competition for jobs" with a projected growth rate of only 11 percent.
211

 In this competitive 

field, a master's degree in the institution's area of focus, museum studies, or 

library/information science is preferred. For instance, the Jimma Museum collection manager 

was graduated in 2005, by history and heritage management in Bachelor Art from Samara 

University. He also employed without taking training of Museum manager.
212

 Therefore, he 

has a little knowledge on the collection of the Museum Objects. 

                                                       

 

  

 

                                     

  

                                                             
210ብሔራዊ ሙዚየም (ዓመተ ምህሪትዉም) .የብሔራዊ ሙዚየም ብሩሸር. አዲስ አበባ ኢትዮጲያ, 1992, p.11.( 
National Museum of Ethiopia fifth Anniversary, A Brochure, Addis Ababa) 
211የባህልና ቱሪዝም ሚኒስቴር ፣የቅርስ አሰባሰብ ፣መመሪያ ቁጥር 15/2006 አዲስ አበባ ,ኢትዮጲያ 2006,P.9 

(Ministry of Culture and Tourism,  Heritage collection Directive, Directive No. 15/2006, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia)  
212 Informant; Nejib Abba Jebel, interviewed in Dec.29/2010E.c at Jimma Museum compound. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

4. ROLES OF THE JIMMA MUSEUM 

This chapter deals with contributions of Jimma Museum in various aspects. In this section, 

some aspects of roles of the Jimma museum in socio-cultural, economic and politics and 

others are also discussed. In fact that museum plays a great role in preserving the heritage of 

the society and regenerating income of country directly and indirectly.  

 

 4.1 Economic Roles 

One of the major importances which every museum plays to generate income is by having 

high tourist attractions.  As McKercher and du Cros discuss the tourism potential of a cultural 

heritage assets, and how it is assessed in the process of all planning – both cultural tourism 

and cultural heritage management.213 From the service of museums are good and the cultural 

heritage management a consideration regarding conservation issues, integrity and cultural 

value of the assets has all been taken into the accounts.  On the other hand the tourist might be 

related to someone living in the area, visiting friends or relatives and even brought to the 

museum by a local resident.
214

 

 

For instance, Jimma Museum visitors visit from different parts of the world and from local 

area. Foreign Visitors including researchers, university lecturers, students, political leaders 

and others occasionally visit the museum. Ethiopian visitors also come from different regions 

of Ethiopia.
215

 These visitors are mainly workers, government employees those who come for 

experience exchange and professionals who come for conference, non-government workers, 

tour guides, university students, city dwellers and other group of visitors different experts and 

career.
216

 

  

According to Informants Nejib Abba Jebel and Nejib Abba Rayya, in terms of occupation the 

numbers of students who visit the museum exceed the rest of groups. Jimma University 

students, who came from different parts and ethnic group of Ethiopia, cover the large number 

                                                             
213

McKercher, Bob and Hilary du Cros, ‘’Cultural Tourism,’’ The Partnership between Tourism and Culture 

Heritage Management, (London and New York: 2002), pp. 181-183. 
214Ibid  
215Informants; Negash Ibsa and Nejib Abba Rayya, interviewed on Oct. 28/2010E.C. at Jimma town. 
216Ibid  
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of visitors.
217

 The elementary, high school and college students are also visitors of the 

Museum. In addition, there are a number of visitors who have good understanding about the 

roles of this cultural institution in preserving and promoting cultural   and historical heritages. 

Most of the visitors fascinated by the cultural collections they visited and appreciate the 

socio-economic, political situation and technological advancement of the Jimma Oromo 

during the past. In contrast, those who have good concept of museum are very distressing 

about the situation of the Museum’s objects and the services the Museum is rendering. These 

groups of visitors suggested interesting recommendations for the improvement of the 

museum.
218

  

 

The Jimma Museum has also the chance of promoting the culture of the general mass 

properly. Then the visitors will obtain opportunity of visiting and entertaining. Additionally, 

the Museum organization will also get the chance of generating additional income from 

visitors. The income would strengthen the organization capacity of keeping the well-being of 

the collection and service it renders. It also creates good employment opportunity and plays 

its role of employment reduction.
219

 Therefore, the Museum will accomplish the roles that are 

expected from cultural institutions in 21
st
 century.

220
  

  

The other thing is museum relies on its community to visit, to donate and to volunteer. In 

Ethiopia case, however, the number of domestic visitor’s eager to visit a museum is very low. 

Therefore, Jimma Museum must come up with a better strategy to vastly introduce the local 

community to its material culture.
221

 In community participation theme, the works of Jimma 

University students was exceptionally attractive. Through the community Based Education 

(CBE) Development Training Team Programme students have performed a magnificent pull 

up in cleaning the compound; reinstalling the buildings, printing a billboard, and creating 

museum visitation awareness in the society, historical heritage preservation and other societal 

development activities. Today a number of historical heritage are being collected by the 

                                                             
217Informanst; Nejib Abba Jebel and Nejib Abba Rayya interviewed Oct. 22/2010E.C.  Place of interviewed; 

Jimma town specific place, in the Museum compound and in the office of cultural and tourism of Jimma town 
respectively. 
218Ibid   
219 Informants: Nejib Abba Jebel and Negash Ibsa, interviewed, Dec.3/2010E.C in Jimma Museum compound  
220 Jimma Museum Annual report, 2009. 
221Informant; Nejib Abba Jebel, the director’s and curator of Jimma Museum interviewed on Oct. 28/2010E.C in 

the Museum compound. 
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participation of students and they have planned to establish south eastern museum and 

research centre in Jimma University.
222

 

 

Visitors were the major target of any museum in modern sense. According to my key 

informant stated that Jimma Museum as learning centres for young students’ school programs 

during the period of any field work.
223

 I participated in two of them. Jimma Museum has high 

number of visitors. Therefore, the only earned income for the museum is the form of entrance 

fees. The entrance fee varied from time to time and according to the nationality and status of 

visitors. Presently, from April 2017 on each foreign, Ethiopian students and Ethiopian adults 

were paying 25, 3 and 5 ETB respectively. Between 2013 and 2017 foreign tourists visited 

the museum and 34, 625 ETB was collected. It was also visited by 24,351 and 23,043 

Ethiopian adults and students respectively. The museum generated 121,755 and 69, 129 from 

foreign and domestic visitors respectively. Totally 48,779 visitors visited museum during the 

time specified above and a sum of 225, 509ETB was collected.
224

 However, due to political 

instability that was witnessed in the past two years, the numbers of tourists (both local and 

foreigners) were decreased.  

      

Table 1: Number of Ethiopian visitors and Revenue generated (2013-2017) 

No. 

 

 

 

 

             Adults             Students   

Year 

 

No.of 

visitors 

Payment 

per 

person  

Money 

paid 

No.of 

visitors 

 

Payment   

per 

person 

 

Money  

paid 

 

Total 

numbers 

of 

visitors 

Money 

paid in 

total 

1 2013 4023 5 20,115 4376 3 13128 8399 33,243 

2 2014 4378 5 21890 4401 3 13203 8779 35,093 

3 2015 4992 5 26960 4899 3 14697 9891 3  9,657 

                                                             
222Ibid   
223Ibid 
224Jimma Museum Annual Report, 2009. 
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4 2016 5547 5 27735 5435 3 16305 10,982 44,040 

5 2017 5411 5 27055 3932 3 11796 9345 38,851 

Total 24,351  121,755 23,043  69,129 47,394 190,884 

              

                          Sources; Jimma Museum Annual report, 2009 

            

Table 2: Numbers of Foreign Visitors and Revenue Generated (2013-2017) 

    

 

Year 

 

No. of Foreign 

visitors  

Money paid per person Total money paid 

 

     2013 225 25 5625 

2 2014 267 25 6725 

3 2015 298 25 7450 

4 2016 316 25 7900 

5 2017 277 25 6925 

    Total 1385  34,625 

                     

                           Source: The Museum’s Annual Report, 2009                     

The other economic contribution of the Jimma Museum is creating job opportunity for the 

peoples. For instance, the museum has four guide; two females and two males. Among them 

only one person has bachelor degree in History and Heritage Management, one female is 
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diploma holder in geography teaching. The other male and female are grade twelve complete 

who are working by experience.
225

 In addition to these staffs members are supportive 

employees working by contact, four security guard and manner and burden cleaner.
226

 But, 

the Museum has no enough man powers. Therefore, the Museum director has carried out 

most of the tasks of the Museum.   This is implies that the museum has a serious shortage of 

man power.                                 

 

4.2   Socio-cultural Roles 

Socio-cultural role is associated with places that people perceive as a source of identity, 

distinctiveness, social interaction and coherence. Some may be comparatively modest, 

acquiring communal significance through the passage of the time as a result of a collective 

memory of stories linked to them.
227

  They tend to gain value through the resonance of past 

events in the present, providing reference points for a community’s identity or sense of itself. 

They may have fulfilled a community function that has generated a deeper attachment, or 

shaped some aspect of community behaviour or attitudes.
228

 

 

Perhaps the most compelling and obvious reason for you to visit a museum is the beneficial 

impact on the human experience. Museums have an extremely positive effect on society, in 

addition to the art and culture benefits.
229

 Museums preserve the legacy of humanity, 

chronicling both the good and the bad, and serve to enrich the lives of countless visitors like 

you, making the world a more enlightened place for present and future generations.
230

 

Therefore, the Jimma Museum plays a great role in promoting culture of a society.
231

  

 

As a result Jimma Museum preserved, and has been promoting the cultural heritage of nation 

and nationalities beside the Oromo culture. The presence of these cultural objects in the 

Museum shows that these different ethnic groups lived with Oromo people in the area.
232

 

These societies lived together for a long period in harmony having different attitude, culture, 

                                                             
225The Jimma Museum annual report, 2009.  
226Informant: Ato Nejib Abba Jebel interviewed, in 22/04/2010E.C 
227Carol Scott Jocelyn Dodd and Richard Sandell, ‘’User value of museum and galleries,’’ a critical review of 
the literature, Arts and Humanities Research council, 2014, pp.7-9. 
228Ibid  
229Ibid  
230Ibid. p. 13. 
231 Informant: Nejib Abba Jebe, interviewed and Ibsa Negash ,Dec,25/2010E.C at the Museum compound 
232 Ibid   
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religion, language and other differences. From these outlooks one can conclude that Jimma 

Museum has good opportunity to create tolerance among ethnic group. 

 

Jimma Museum can provide a significant range of social and cultural benefits for the 

locations or destinations in which they are set. According to the information obtained from 

my key informants and my personal observation clearly identify that the major roles of Jimma 

Museum is summarized as follows:
233

 

 Contributing to the preservation and conservation of the community’s cultural 

and natural heritage; 

 Serving as a cultural focus and a place of shared ‘memory’ for community; 

 Engaging with educational organizations and offering students of all ages 

opportunity; 

 To learn through contact with original material; 

 Providing accessible cultural facilities, e.g. exhibition spaces, meeting room, 

lecture theatres; 

 Representing the history and culture of minority groups; 

 Organising accessible cultural events and activities; 

 Acting as a centre of objective professional expertise; 

 Providing opportunities for community involvement through volunteer 

programmes, Friend’s groups or training programmes; 

 Working in a partnership with other concerned  bodies in the culture sector, e.g. 

libraries, archives, theatres, arts centres to develop joint programmes and 

project 

 

4.3. Scientific Roles 

Evidential value derives from the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human 

activity. Physical remains of past human activity are the primary source of evidence about the 

substance and evolution of places, and of the people and cultures that made them.  These 

remains are part of a record of the past that begins with traces of early humans and continues 

to be created and destroyed. The Jimma Museum also arranging all object of the Museum in 

scientific conservation and also tended to make all sections of the Museum in scientific way 

                                                             
233 Jimma Annual Report, 2009. 
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and one of the scientific Museum of region. Because, the need of scientific museum is to 

create cooperation and safety for conservation and preservation of cultural heritages, for 

instance, Zemenework Yohannes explain that the importance of scientific museum is  

participate various stakeholders in the area of heritage conservation is one of the oversize of 

giving awareness to the community of the area.
234

 Because their evidential value is 

proportionate to their potential to contribute to people understands of the past. In the absence 

of written records, the material record, particularly the historical buildings like Abba Jifar 

Palace, provides the source of evidence about the past.
235

 

   

4.4. Political Roles 

  In their political values of the Jimma Regional Museum, heritage resources play a key role 

in:  

 Developing a nation-wide  sense of identity and 

 Promoting cultural and social interactions with neighbouring nations and 

nationalities of Ethiopia.   

 Strengthening a sense of pride and belongingness among several nations and 

nationalities.  

 Sparing citizens from identity crisis.  

 

Thus, heritage is used for collective purposes, to express a regional or national identity, or 

tribal pride, to express ethnic superiority, or political reason. There are many collections 

demonstrating the political situations that the Jimma Oromo practiced in their life. Among 

that I can find the materials which are denoted and rewarded for Abba Jifar from different 

countries. For instance the bed, which is found in the first section of the Museum under 

chapter three figures 3.2.1, came to Jimma from Zanzibar across Sudan. From this we can say 

that the Jimma state had a political relationship with both countries. Thus the Museum plays a 

great role in promoting the political situation that the Jimma Oromo had with these countries 

by preserving this historical object.
236

  

                                 

                                                             
234 Zemenework Yohannes, ‘’Historical Heritage of Ankober: Challenges and Prospect,’’ Debre Berhan 

University, 2013, pp.107-108. 
235

 Jimma Museum Annual Report, 2008. 
236 Informants: Ato Nejib Abba Jebel and Ato Nejib Abba Rayya, interviewed 22/03/2010E.c at Jimma Museum 

and cultural and tourism bureau respectively.   
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4.5. Historical Roles 

Historical role derives from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be 

connected through a place to the present. The historical values of heritage can be accrued in 

several ways: from its age, from its association with people or event, from its rarity and/ or 

uniqueness, from its technological quality or from its archival or documentary potential. It 

tends to be illustrative or associative. Historic building that is one of many similar examples 

may provide little unique evidence about the past, although making connections with, and 

providing insights into, past communities and their activities through shared experience of a 

place. In its historical roles Jimma Museum has been playing the following contribution:
237

 

 The Jimma Museum provides indispensable source of information to assist 

researchers for better understanding of ecological and cultural environments 

and to trace the origin and evolution of the present.  

 The Jimma Museum as means of reconstructs history; Oral history, traditions, 

rituals, and customs provide both inspiration and vitality for arts and culture 

and play crucial rule in reconstructions and development purposes. For 

instance oral history provides an important source to reconstruct past history.  

 The historical collections of Jimma Museum are used to understand the 

historical background of Jimma kingdom and its people. 

 Most of the Jimma Museum collections are the objects of royal families and 

some are an ethnographic object that reflects culture of the ethnic group 

around Jimma town.  

 

4.6. Educational Roles 

There are a considerable number of studies that state the educational role of museum. For 

instance, Hooper depicts that museums and their collections are a valuable and irreplaceable 

community service and have immense educational role.
238

 Therefore, Jimma museum create 

the backbone for educating the community. The Jimma  Museum provide access for public to 

understand and appreciate the natural world, the history of civilization and the record of 

                                                             
237 Jimma Museum annual report, 2009. 
238 Hooper-Greenhill, Eileen, Museum and Gallery Education, (Leicester, London and New York, 1994), pp.26-

30. 
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artistic, scientific and technological achievement of humans. The Jimma Museum appeal to 

people with desire to understand past and to consider how past can inform future.
239

 

According to Nejib Abba Jebel the general mandate of the Jimma Museum is to educate their 

visitor about the history, cultural and natural heritage of a town, region or a country or about a 

chosen subject of special interest, while also preserving these elements for future 

generations.
240

 The presence of museum is commonly understood to indicate the presence of 

something valuable and relevant to be shared with the public.
241

 

 

Despite the common conception that museum education consists primarily of an educator 

leading group of children through the museum current reality is broader. 
242

 I believe that the 

significance of the educative task in Museums is greater than that can be circumscribed by 

any list of specific tasks. Museum education is at the centre of the museum activities. 

 

4.7 Stakeholders Engagement at Jimma Regional Museum 

The term stakeholder is often used when it comes to describe and define those with certain 

interests in any activity or operation.
243

  In the commercial sector it can mean someone who 

owns a share in a business, but the term can also apply to the non-commercial sector. It can 

mean “a person such as an employee, customer or citizen who is involved with an 

organization, society, etc. And therefore has responsibilities towards it and an interest in its 

success.”
244

  

Similarly, as Legget suggests currently the public sector is moving towards a more 

‘’stakeholder-conscious governance model,’’ allowing continuous engagement and input 

from stakeholders.  This trend towards inclusive consultations, governance and transparency  

contributed a lot to   re-new  interests  in  stakeholder  engagement  approaches,  embedding 

                                                             
239 Jimma Museum Report, 2009.  
240 Ibid. 
241 Ibid  
242 Jimma Museum annual report, 2008. 
243The term shareholder is also used, though stakeholder is more common in the context I am discussing. Of 

course it is difficult to categorize various stakeholders in groups, it depends on the perspectives and approaches 

towards the topic and the complexity of analysing the stakeholders and their interests 
244www.dictionary.cambridge.org [January 14. 2017] 

http://www.dictionary.cambridge.org/
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stakeholder  engagement  into  museums  core  business  processes is becoming a common 

phenomenon in the museums world.
245

 

  

As Nigusu Mekonen suggests that in many cases, National museums have an extremely 

diverse range of stakeholder groups.  Arguably ,they  cannot properly  function  without  the  

museum  professionals,  playing  a  key  role  in  its every day operations.
246

 As ICOM 

describes the government is also a crucial stakeholder, since most of the public museums are 

relying on government funding.
247

  

 

In the case of the museums, a stakeholder is someone who has “an interest in museum 

policies and programs” and bearing in attention the museums’ extensive obligation towards 

the society, it is obvious that they have several different stakeholders with various interests, 

needs and expectations.
248

 The stakeholders are for instance the museum authorities and the 

staffs, local governmental and political bodies, non-governmental organization and various 

groups with special interests and of course all the museum audiences. The audiences are a 

complex mixture of those who somehow use the museum, including the general museum 

visitors.
249

 However, the concepts of stakeholders’ engagement in the area of cultural 

development of society are new phenomena in our country.
250

  

  

However, in case of Ethiopia in past time there was no government policy that encourages the 

development of culture of the people in equal way. But, there was a radical change since 1991 

in all socio-cultural, economic, and political of the country’s.
251

 The expansion of various 

cultural institutions was also permitted to the peoples of Ethiopia without any discrimination. 

                                                             
245Legget Jane, ‘’Mapping What Matters in New Zealand Museums’’: Stakeholder Perspectives on Museums 

Performance and Accountability. (PhD, Dissertation). Submitted to Massey University of Albany. Auckland. 

New Zealand, 2006, pp. 37-38. 
246Nigussu Mekenon, ‘’Stakeholder Engagement at the National Museum of Ethiopia,’’ MA, thesis Addis Ababa 

university, 2016, pp. 27-33. 
247International Council of Museums, (Museums: Arenas for Dialogue or Confrontation. Key note ICOM. 

Special Issue News 2001. Retrieved April 27/2017. Accessed on 21/6/2017. 
248Kotler, Neil and Philip Kotler: 1998. pp. 68-72. 
249Ibid. 
250 Ibid, see footnote, 252.  
251Alfredo Gonzalez and Victor M. Fernandez, 2011, pp.5-6. 
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From these institutions, museums are one, which keep the heritage assets of a society.
252

 But, 

there were not strong stakeholders in the preservation of heritage arena.
253

  

  

According to my key informants, stakeholders engagement at Jimma Museum various 

domestic and international organizations, the “general public”, school groups, higher 

education institutions, such as Jimma University and Mizan Tepi University and other  

professional associations (archaeologists, historians, researchers, ).
254

 Similarly, my 

informants suggest that the potential stakeholder groups of the Jimma Regional Museum are 

tourism training institutes, cultural centres, tour and travel agencies.
255

  My key informants 

clearly justified that the aforementioned stakeholder groups have the power to influence the 

overall activities the Jimma Regional Museum either positively or negatively.
256

 

 

In fact those Jimma Museum stakeholders have different background and interests. However, 

recently the European Union dedicated financial assistance for Jimma Museum. According 

the information obtained from my key informants explain that this money offered for the 

reparation of the old one, which means Jimma Museum, but not for new building.
257

  Among 

the stakeholders of the Jimma Regional Museum audiences are also the tourists and therefore 

tourism organisers, operators and even tourism services, both local and non-local, can also be 

seen as relevant stakeholders in a Jimma museum operation.
258

  

  

On the other hand the Jimma museum needs to have some methods to describe their users to 

be able to understand them. It has already been discussed how difficult it can be to define the 

term tourist, depending on the approach towards it, for example regarding the motivation, 

distance travelled, time spent, depth of experience sought, etc. It is therefore interesting to 

consider how the tourists can be defined from the museum perspective – and more important, 

if the tourists are different from other museum audiences. As the Jimma Museum director and 

                                                             
252ሁሴን አህመድ ፡የቅርስ ዝርፊያና ቅርሳትን ለማስመለስ የተደረጉ ጥረቶች ሐምሌ አዲስ አበባ 1990 ዓ.ም, p, 3.( 

Hussein Ahimad, the looting of cultural heritages and the efforts made to restitute them., Addis Ababa, 

July1990E.C ) 
253 Ibid 
254Informants: Ato Nejib Abba Jebel ; Ato Nejib Abba Rayya and Ibsa Negash, interviewed, Jan.3/2010E.C at 

Jimma town  
255Ibid  
256 Ibid  
257 Ibid 
258 Jimma Museum Annual Report, 2008. 
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curator state “Jimma museum is attended by community residents and by tourists, two 

audiences with differing expectations and impacts”.
259

 

 

According to oral sources through the Community Based Education (CBE) Development 

Training Team Programme(DTTP) students have performed a magnificent jib in calening the 

compound; Reinstalling the buildings, printing a billboard, and creating museum visitation 

awareness in the society, historical heritage preservation and other societal development 

activities. Today a number of historical heritage are being collected by the participation of 

students and they have planned to establish south-western museum and research center in 

Jimma University.
260

 

   

4.8. Challenges and Future Prospects of Jimma Museum 

4.8.1. Challenges of Jimma Museum 

Nowadays, many museums in the country has been faces relatively a common problems in all 

museums. Therefore, the Jimma Museum has been faced major problems since its foundation. 

These occurred due to existence of the following factors:  

 

4.8.1.1 The building problem of the Museum 

Originally, the building of Jimma museum is not designed for the museum. According to 

informant the building was a hotel that was private holding.
261

 Therefore, it does not fulfil the 

criteria excepted for a building designed for the purpose a museum. So it not has any suitable 

condition to keep the collection safely and it is not conducive for visitors of the museum. For 

instance the windows do not display the sun light to enter the museum sections. The roof of 

the building it is self too near to the collections and the rooms are very compacted. There is 

no adequate sun light in the Museum room. The physical condition of the Museum is at very 

risky situation. The museum building is fragile and cracked out in different direction.
262

  

 

                                                             
259Informants: Nejib Abba Jebel and Negash Ibsa interviewed in Dec 2/2010E.c in Jimma Museum compound. 

For instances, stakeholders  from  non-academic institutions  are  becoming  increasingly  important;  as  well  as 

, Oromia Regional States Culture and Tourism Bureau (here after, ORSCTB), tour and, school and their 
communities, catering, professional associations, researchers, heritage developers and are considered  as  the 

main consumers of the  Jimma museum in various services. 

  
260Ibid. 
261 Informant; Ato Nejib Abba Jebel, curator and director of the Jimma Museum; interviewed, Oct. 28, 2010E.C. 
262 Inadequate existence of light in the Museum is further exposed objects to lose their values.  
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The roof of the building is getting old affected by leakages. Water leakage especially during 

the rainy season inflicts colossal damage on the museum collections. Jimma Museum does 

not have secured building fence, well trained security guard to ensure the Museum 

management.
263

 

 

As my informants; Nejib Abba Jebel and Negash Ibsa describes that the Museum building 

need special management. Because of its heritage quality, the building needs special 

attention.
264

  They added that it should be a responsible team; with multidisciplinary members 

who have knowledge in engineering, history, building masonry and conservation skills. 

Nevertheless, the Museum administration does not have a responsible body to taking care of 

the building.
265

 The researcher findings reveal that the Museum immovable heritage 

management is poor; because of shortage of skilled manpower and knowledge, special 

attention has been given to building management. 

 

4.8.1.2 Accessibility problem 

Jimma Museum is found in the centre of Jimma town. It is easily accessible and found in 

appropriate place for city dwellers, and the people who know Jimma town properly. 

However, it is difficult to visit the Museum for new comers due to the absence of sign boards 

indicating the location of the Museum. It also lacks promotional bill boards that would be 

posted at any gates of the town to attract the visitors.
266

 Furthermore it lacks an established 

tradition of promoting itself and its activities using mass media. Therefore, new visitors come 

to the Museum only by motivation of the people who are familiar to the Museum. These all 

limitations reduce the number of visitors who should visit the Museum and affect the general 

income generating activities of the Museum.
267

 

                                                             
263 In my personal observation the building of this Museum is very old especially the roof of the Museum come 

to hoary 
264 Informants; Ato Nejiba Abba Jebel and Negash Ibsa, interviewed, Oct. 29, 2010E.C at Jimma town. 
265Ibid.  
266However, the location of Jimma Museum has brought a little influence in attracting visitors. And in its 

promotion aspect, the Museum has no advertising (promotion) in the newspapers, magazines, trade publications, 

tourist guidebooks, on television and radio. The most popular type of advertising appeal in the Museum appears 

to be the signboard.    
267Jimma Town cultural and Tourism Office, Annual Report, 2008E.C and Jimma town Administration office, 

Annual Report, 2008.  
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This is the advertising and promotion billboard of the Jimma Museum and it is found outside 

of the Museum compound. Except this, there is no another additional description bill in the 

Museum compound. 

   

When we see the Museum’s accessibility in terms of physical well-being, it is difficult for the 

physically disabled individuals who use wheel chair.
268

 As discussed in section 4.1 the 

Museum building was not constructed for the purpose of the Museum.  Therefore, the 

staircases do not allow wheel users to access the Museum. So it is difficult for these groups to 

get access to the Museum services. As a result, the Museum is often criticized for providing 

equal opportunity for all segments of the society.
269

 

  

4.8.1.3 The Problem of Representation 

Many museums in Ethiopia have a problem of representation. The national museum of 

Ethiopia claims to be national in character collecting, documenting and preserving the 

cultural heritages of the different population of the country.
270

 The term claims because until 

recently it is unable to satisfy what it says it is. Its collections are not at all representing the 

nations and nationalities of Ethiopia regions. Similarly, Jimma Museum although considered 

as the Oromo museum is not truly represent the Oromo cultures.
271

 

 

                                                             
268From this views we can understand that the Museum site has its own impacts for visitors 
269

 The present site of the Museum was not designed for the purpose of the Museum 
270National Museum of Ethiopia, File. 23/2008.p.18.21.  
271Representation is a common problem of most of museums of the country. 
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Jimma museum therefore is suffering from different problems such as representation, 

interpretation or creating story like for objects as well as lack of formal and standardized 

documentation. As to representation, the museum is mainly filled with royal objects of the 

house of Abba Jifar (bear in mind that we have Jiren Abba Jifar Palace Museum in Jimma). In 

its cultural objects/collections/, many of the different communities that formed the region are 

not represented in balance.
272

 There are different collections of the different groups (Oromo, 

Kafficho, Dawro, Konta and others) that once contributed their cultural and household objects 

during that period cultural exchange made as a result of the visit of the emperor.
273

 

Even though the Museum collected and preserved many cultural objects that narrate the 

socio-economy of Jimma people, it has the weakness of preserving and promoting the 

materials cultures that express the general mass society.
274

 For instance, the society is 

agrarian who practice mixed farming that means farming and husbandry. However, the 

Museum has not collected the materials that describe this practice, instead, the Museum 

focused mainly on the collections of ruling families.
275

   The Museum was established to 

represent the whole mass of Jimma society, so it is good to preserves and promotes properly 

the culture of the whole group without any exclusion. 

 

4.8.1.4. Policy Problem 

In Ethiopia almost all museums originated accidentally and hastily.
276

 They took objects into 

their rooms before any form of statement abiding their positions was formulated. They have 

been collecting and making huge storing of objects based on individual interests not because 

these objects were known to represent the identities and values of the population they are said 

to represent. The legal frame works which govern their activities is a recent development.
277

  

 

In case of the policy issues, the Jimma Regional Museum is until recently have not any policy 

that governs their activities such as collection, exhibition, and disposal as well as staffing.
278

 

The Museum workers do not follow the policies due to lack of proper coordination, lack of 

                                                             
272 Annual Report of Jimma Museum, 2006E.C 
273Ibid, pp. 2-3. 2009E.c  
274Ibid  
275Informants Ato Nejib Abba Jebel and Najib Abba Rayya; interviewed in Oct. 25, 2010E.C at Jimma town  
276Flemming Aalund, 1985, pp.133-138. 
277Ibid  
278Jimma annual report, 2009E.c 
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man power which is led to the prevalence of overload tasks and currently most of the Jimma 

Museum activities are run by one person, this implies the Museum faces a serious problem of 

man power.
279

    

 

As a principle of National Museum of Ethiopia argues, guidelines, manuals and policies and 

procedures are important tools to follow the right track of museum activities.
280

 However, the 

policies, directives, procedures and manual have been developed by one person, need revision 

by different professional, and should be implemented to develop well-structured archives and 

museum service. In addition to these the Jimma Museum does not have policies and 

procedures in relation with the staff ethics, and display techniques and the like.
281

 

  

4.8.1.5 Problem of Organizational Structure 

The problem of organizational structure is common for all Ethiopian Museums.
282

  The 

Cultural Policy of the FDRE of 1997 was issued on the basis of article 51 (3) of the 1995 

Constitution.
283

 Under this cultural policy the rights to establish and expand cultural centres 

such as museums were allowed. Based on this cultural policy, the third proclamation No. 209 

was formulated in the year 2000. The No.209/2000 proclamation is called ‘a proclamation to 

provide for research and conservation of cultural heritage.’
284

 In the proclamation ‘cultural 

heritage’ is defined as ‘anything tangible or intangible which is the product of creativity and 

labour of man in the pre-history and history times, that describes and witnesses to the 

evolution of nature and which has a major value in its scientific, cultural and handicraft 

content’.
285

  In this proclamation two concepts had emerged to replace the former concepts. 

These are ‘research’ substituting ‘study’ and ‘cultural heritage’ replacing the term 

‘antiquity’.
286

 

 

The Proclamation No. 209/2000 came to define what museums are all about.  The 

proclamation does not, however, indicate that each of these museums provides its own legal 

                                                             
279Informants: Ato Nejib Abba Jebel and Ato Nejib Abba Rayya interviewed, in Oct. 30/2010E.c 
280National Museum of Ethiopia, File. No.12/2006. 
281Informant: Nejib Abba Jebel, interviewed in Oct, 22/2010E.c in Jimma Museum office. 
282Temesgen Burka, 2004, p.62. 
283Flemming Aalund, 1985, pp. 132-136. 
284Federal Negarit Gazeta- No. 39 27th June, 2000, pp.1350-1351. 
285

Ibid  
286Ibid  
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framework for the foundation and existence.
287

 But, the proclamation has provided about the 

issue of the establishment of museums. It says that ‘any person, whose professional 

qualification may establish a museum’. The proclamation with regard to the implementation 

and execution of museums said that ‘be determined by the regulation and directives to be 

issued.’
288

 As already mentioned under chapter three regarding the formation of Jimma 

Museum was Emperor Haile Selassie, bazar conducted by Dergue and the existence of Abba 

Jifar palace.
289

 But it was not established based a museum policies, because it was built as 

accidental.
290

   

   

According to the Research and Conservation of Cultural Heritage Proclamation No. 

209/2000, Cultural heritage may be owned by the state or by any person.
291

 The proclamation 

also classified cultural heritage at national and regional level. 

….According to ARCCH proclamation cultural heritage registration is conducted as 
follow: Registration in the form prepared to collect wide information of cultural Heritage, 

which shall include, photographing recording in film or video as appropriate, so as to put 

in place the means catalogue, inspect, study, prefect and conserve cultural heritage and 

facilitate utilization of same for the purpose of recreation and education….292 

 

 

Despites the proclamation justification Hussein Ahimad argue that, it is a legal framework and 

hierarchies of cultural development at any level of the country.
293

 And also he stresses that 

there no proper coordination among cultural institutions of Ethiopia. Finally, he recommended 

all cultural centres in country’s side shall have a common policy which is clearly identifying 

for preservation heritage resources.
294

 However, Jimma Museum has no such registration 

policy. Accordingly, all the Museum collection misplaced and not well interpreted inform of 

visual records. 

   

Therefore for the success of any institutions, there has to be a proper organizational structure. 

The Jimma Museum, for instance, is considered and treated as one of the departments under 
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the Jimma town Culture and tourism office).
295

  The office is expected to facilitate the 

activities of museum. In reality, the authority is blamed for creating problems. One thing 

there is no autonomous status that either Jimma Regional Museum or other museums in 

country have.
296

  

 

The dependence on government for their different activities is a common factor for almost all 

museums in the country.
297

 The income Jimma museum collected through entrance fees from 

tourists. The existing organizational structure in cultural sectors hindered regional 

Museum.
298

 

 

Principally, the position of the director or head of the museum in a key post, that mean, the 

Director is responsible, and has direct access, to the relevant governing bodies. Hence the 

governing bodies should consider the knowledge and skills required to fill the post 

effectively.
299

 These qualities include adequate intellectual abilities and professional 

knowledge, complemented by high standard of ethical conduct. In contrary the seat of the 

director of the Jimma Museum is in the Jimma Town Culture and Tourism Office. However, 

the Jimma Museum manager has no such museum management qualification and appropriate 

training concerning the museum management.
300

  

   

The informants suggest that guidelines, manuals and policies are important tools to the 

Museum to be the right track.
301

 The Museum administration has six different policies and 

procedures, like heritage collection and disposal policy, heritage documentation manual, 

archives intellectual arrangement plan, etc. However, the policies, directives, procedures and 

manual have developed by one person, and needs revision by different professional, and 

should be implemented to develop well-structured archives administration and museum 

service.
302

 On the other hand, the museum does not have policies and procedures in relation 

with the staff ethic, and display techniques and the like
303

.  
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Therefore, the administration of the organization requires skills in interest of conflict 

management, interpersonal relations, monitoring, and staff supervision and evaluation. 

Managers must also set legal and ethical standards and maintain involvement in the museum 

profession.
304

 These positions include but are not limited to curators, collections managers/ 

registers, public programmers/educators, exhibition designers, and building operators.
305

 

These positions and all other employees should work together toward the museum’s 

institutional goal. However to accomplish  the above maintained duties and responsibilities 

the Jimma Regional Museum  has no network with other similar organization; as result, there 

are no alliance and cooperation in technical matters.
306

 

 

The researcher concludes that Regional Museums need to access to the public without 

compromising museum activities with the security of the government officials could be the 

main challenge. The other problem is relates to the absence of bench marking.
307

 

 

4.8.1.6 Lack of Qualified Professionals 

Museums have the obligation to collect objects of which they have the capacity to care for. 

These included the events under which the collections are held such as facilities as well as 

persons to care for these objects.
308

 In the absence of qualified professional for collecting, 

documenting, and particularly conserving and restoring objects the measure to carry out 

collection is a destructive activity.
309

 It is an act of detaching objects from their contexts as 

well as destroying them.
310

 

 

Almost all museums of Ethiopia are run out of qualified professionals. Therefore, our 

museums should be able to equip themselves with the necessary qualified manpower. In this 

regard a connection with educational institutions producing manpower such as universities 

and colleges is unquestionable. To indicate some and to solve the existing problems, the 

Archaeology unit of Addis Ababa University has begun training students as cultural 

experts.
311

 The Institute of Ethiopian Studies also has started to produce students specializing 
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in museology. Other universities have also started to give courses on museum and related 

activities. Jimma University and Mizan Tape University are one.
312

  

 

Most of the Jimma’s Museum staff members do not have the skills of museum objects 

management. They neither got long term nor short term training about museum management. 

They do every activity by their fascination and motive due to this; they touch the objects to 

describe for the visitors. Not only touching the collections even they move them from place to 

place, and shake to elaborate the objects.
313

   

 

The above discussion indicates that the Museum has shortage of professional management 

and human powers. It is obvious the museum work is very complex and needs skilled 

personnel and devoted staffs. Although most of the staffs in Jimma Museum have interest in 

the museum work they do not have the profession related with cultural resource management. 

According to ICOM the employment of qualified personnel with the expertise required to 

meet all responsibilities is necessary.
314

  Adequate opportunities for continuing education and 

professional development of all museum personnel should be arranged to maintain an 

effective workforce.
315

  

 

According to my informants the heritage management has not been given the necessary 

attention by the responsible bodies.
316

 Therefore, there are no training centres for archivist at 

higher education level. Hence, in the Museum administration, there is no professional 

archivist, conservators, and museologist; who can maintain, collect, classify, document, 

retrieve, conserve, re-appraise and render service in archives and museum based on the 

profession ethics as well as monitor activities and financial resources properly. Only one 

historian is working as archivist and museologist.
317

 Thus, he needs to have special skills 

about heritages collections, documentation and conservation. However, the type of training 

that needed is not thoroughly executed. According to the proclamation, the ARCCH is a 

responsible body for the capacity building and maintaining heritage asset, but it lags behind 

from the main responsibilities. Training is abroad is unaffordable, hence; the knowledge gap 
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among the work force is severe. This knowledge gap is visible in every activity of museum 

works.
318

  

 

Lack of human power is also forced the Museum’s workers to make the working period by 

the schedule in a shift. Any visitor who comes out of the schedules should waits, unless 

he/she can cancel the program. However, Jimma Museum lacks this working standard. 

Therefore, it hampers the Museum’s performance in preserving cultural assets of the 

region.
319

 

 

4.8.1.7 Documentation and Conservation Problems 

Museums objects are heritage objects if and only if they are equipped with necessary 

information about them and only alive with meanings and otherwise are dead objects. 

According to Flemming there are at least two distinct role of documenting objects. The first is 

to establish a history line for the collections while the second is to lay the foundation for 

conservation of the objects.
320

 After having collections in the museums, objects need high 

quality records otherwise the lack of documentation substantially reduces the values of 

collections.
321

  

 

The comments of the Museum workers also focus on the absence of proper documentation. 

They reported that unprofessional ways of documentation are the main problems; heritages 

information is documented in registration list book like other office equipment’s; and the 

information registered about heritages are not also descriptive.
322

 The absence of collections 

objects and content descriptions about the heritages will create miss interpretation. The 

description and narration are not connected with the objects. This may lead to collection in 

the museum subject to speculative interpretations. Heritage documentation procedures and 

manuals are not yet implemented and the information is not registered in electronic media.
323
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 In Ethiopia, conservation specialists are scarce. In some fields, there are no professionals at 

all and for this reason, restoration is unaffordable business to countries like Ethiopia.
324

 Thus, 

prevention should always be a priority for heritages, but if once the damage occurred, because 

of different reasons, professionals who have especial skill on specific conservation type must 

do the conservation work. Otherwise, the static and authenticity of originality may completely 

be damaged and heritage value may wane for the last time.
325

 

 

Furthermore, Jimma Museum does not have properly formulated vision and mission 

statements and standard documentation. The collections are not displayed according to their 

type and kind. 
326

 The objects are arranged randomly. Hence, this will expose the collections 

for different deteriorating factors. The Museum also does not have acquisition, de-accession, 

and loan policies. The lack of these policies has a great impact on the Museum activities.
327

  

 

Consequently, objects in the Jimma Museum let alone having high quality records, many of 

them do not have slightest information and remained as detached from their contexts. Many 

objects were and are crammed in their stores as junks and a great deal of work is expected to 

differentiate between the junks from heritage objects.
328

 

 

From the above findings, the researcher can conclude that conservation is the only solution to 

preserve and had own heritages from generation to generation. However, the Jimma Regional 

Museum has limitation on the conservation of heritages of all kinds.  

 

4.3. Future Prospects of the Museum 

Every Museums has own their future plan Development of regional museums. As the Jimma 

Museum annual reports shows that in the collections of the Museum there are no equal 

representation of the Museum treasures of diverse ethnic groups.
329

 But the Museum has a 

future expected at solving such problems by follow the national policy of heritage 

conservation. However, there is still a long way to go before each administrative region and 
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major town has its own museum to document the region's various traditional cultures.
330

 

Local population and should be planned and organized mainly to help them understand their 

own cultural and material achievements; they can thus become a means of establishing 

cultural links and promoting understanding between the various ethnic groups in the country. 

Besides of these the regional museums exist primarily in order to meet the needs of the 

cultural assets of the community.
331

 

 

The present museum in Jimma town is still at an initial stage of development and cannot yet 

claim the stature of a regional Museum.  This situation, however, leaves open the possibility 

of reshaping museum policy. According to the report on the Museum in 2009, show that in 

order to solve the overall problems of the Jimma Museum: the strong linkage of various 

stakeholders is mandatory at any level of government.
332

 The time may now be ripe for a 

discussion on the future direction of the Jimma museum development, in contrast to recent 

proposals for constructing a completely new building for the Jimma regional Museum.
333

 As 

my key informants suggests that in order to solve the problems related to the Museum 

building, Jimma Museum will tended to build two  new museums in Agarroo town and 

Jimma town to make one of largest ethnographic Museum in southwest of Ethiopia.   The 

Jimma Museum has planned to expand its services through facilitating the overall tourist 

accommodation.
334

   

 

This ethnographic museum of the Agarroo which will built in the next will fulfilled well 

established with a rich, representative collection of ethnographic material from all parts of the 

country, which would argue in favour of directing more resources to this museum as the 

principal ethnographic museum.
335

 Furthermore, this Museum will aim at giving priority for 

research centre, education program, and a centre of conference, field collection and 

documentation as well as library collection.
336
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The other thing is museum relies on its community to visit, to donate and to volunteer. In 

Ethiopia case, however, the number of domestic visitor’s eager to visit a museum is very low. 

Thus, Jimma Museum as well as Ethiopian museums must come up with a better strategy to 

vastly introduce the local community to its material culture. In community participation 

theme, the works of Jimma University students was exceptionally good-looking.
337

 

 

As my key informants suggests that, after the new building  completed,   the next main task of 

the Museum will return all objects which are former collected from the Abba Jifar palace into 

the Palace. Then Starting collect in a new from nation and nationalities of Ethiopia. In 

addition to these opening the Museum will going open different workshops in order to 

support and escape the Museum from further problems.
338

 Moreover, the Jimma Museum 

report shows that the main issues that the Museum will work seriously in its future plan is on 

the following areas:
339

   

 Programs for exhibition visitors during open hours 

 Programs outside visiting hours or special settings 

 Educational development: Material and resource  

 Outreach activities: Classrooms , community centres, and so on  

 Solving problems of other museum activities by focusing on exhibition 

design, accessibility and policies 

  Accessing all objects of the Museum in possible way to various researchers 

 Creating and identify external partnership 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this study was to assess the general situation of Jimma Regional 

Museum and its role Heritage preservation. In addition to this, the researcher has tried his best   

to show other alternatives way that uses for the promoting and preserving the heritage of the 

society. Hence, the necessary information was gathered through different methods; primary 

and secondary sources were used: such interview, field observation and various related 

literatures were reviewed. 

 

As museum is expected to collect, organize, preserve, exhibits and interpret material-

evidences, artefacts, documents, and other priceless heritages associated for the public 

information benefits. Hence, museums are supposed to address and fulfil the interest of the 

societies and cope up with the contemporary dynamism. The future Jimma Museum should 

meet the above mentioned responsibilities of museums. By creating procedures for collecting, 

preserving, exhibiting and conducting research and disposal unfitted objects from its 

collections. 

 

There are many problems that rundown the development of Jimma regional Museum. The 

Museum building problem, lack of qualified man power, policy problem, structural 

organizational problem, representation problem, and others were hampers successful 

managing cultural treasures.  

  

Accordingly, based on the problems identified by the researcher, the following points are 

sighted as recommendations to be considered in the attempt of bringing a paradigm shift in 

the Museum services. The issues focused in this sub-sections, museum structure governance, 

heritages collection, documentation, policies and legal framework as well as on exhibition 

display and promotion to preserve the collections in the Museum without compromising the 

other mission of the Museum                                        
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5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The thesis has identified many problems that are hindering the Jimma Regional Museum in 

its heritage preservation. Therefore the research strongly recommends the following points 

for the improvement of the Museum in its heritage preservation. 

 The building fragile causes the collections for deterioration and different exposure. 

Therefore it is better to improve the Museum building.  

 The organizational Structure of the Museum Administration must revise and the 

structure shall clearly define the distinct museum governance and curatorial activities. 

In order to realize conventionally accepted and effective management plans that is 

compatible with the vision, mission and structure of the organization. 

 Making the accessible for every group of visitors, especially for disabled groups. 

 Professional documentation is one among the main and the most important 

components of museum management. It is vital to identify, document, conserve the 

heritage of the society.  Therefore, Museum administration shall implement proper 

documentation and handlings system to collections. The heritage information must be 

document in different method including in suitable electronic media.  

 Formulating vision and mission statement, and standard documentation to protect the 

collections against natural and man-made disasters and ensuring against theft in 

displays, exhibitions, working or storage areas. 

 Exhibition is an assemblage of objects of artistic, historical, scientific or 

technologically neither through which visitors’ moves from unit to unit in the 

sequence designed to be meaningful instructionally, and aesthetically. Thus it is 

better to improve display techniques of the collections of Jimma Regional Museum. 

 Proper security and management to safeguard the collections 

 Making the Museum environment conducive and attractive 

 Proper promotion activities to attract visitors from different parts of the world, and 

promoting the culture of the society to these visitors through provides pamphlets and 

newspaper and through social media and should own websites.  

 Adequate financial and technical support from concerned bodies and proper resource 

usage are essential.  

 Employing the well qualified professionals those who trained by the following field 

such as Museology, History and Heritage Management, Tourism and Tourism 
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Management and other relative fields are mandatory for the overall development of 

Museum institutions in proper handling for the Museum collections.    

 Facilitating various workshops under the enforcement of Jimma Museum resources 

are should need for museum visitors. 

 Collaboration and coordination works are needs for the development of Museum in 

preserving and promoting culture of the society and participating potential for publics 

for the Museum activities. 

 Networking with national and international cultural institutions. Others regional 

museums, National Archives and Museums, the academic institutions, NGO’s, 

religious, private sectors, civil society organizations can be another key solution to 

learn from their best practices. In addition, organizations can influence societies and 

policy makers for effective of Jimma Museum in its heritage preservation. 

 To increase its popularity, the Jimma Museum should adopt many of the techniques 

of attraction, including audio-visual shows, multimedia programs, stimulation , 

performing intangible heritages etc. 

 There shall be criteria’s for different types of exhibitions and customer satisfaction 

standards. 

 To overcome problems related to the skill man power, there shall be comprehensive 

capacity building strategies; including provision of adequate trainings or human 

resource development. The capacity building training shall focus on heritage 

management to be effective and efficient in the collection, documentation, 

conservation, disposal of heritage, archives administration and in making the 

information available for the researchers and visitors. 

 Even though the Museum has collection and disposal policies; it has not yet been 

implemented. To collect heritage according the Museum vision, mission, shall follow 

appropriate collection methods, likes resituate, bequest, donation, trust, purchase, gift, 

transfer, exchange, loan and repartition. 

 The cultural legacies of the Museum shall be promoted through different media, like 

Mass media and brochures. Historical background of the Museum shall be given for 

ARCCH and tour operators and these operators shall take the responsibilities in 

promoting the heritages on their websites as they do to the other museums. 
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LISTS OF INFORMANTS 

No. Name Sex Age Date of 

interview 

Place of 

interview 

Work position              Remarks 

1  Abebe Hassan  M 43 Dec.13/2010E.C At Jimma 

Museum   

Senior expert of 

Tourism at 

Jimma town 

Culture and 

Tourism Office 

He has a good 

knowledge of Jimma 

Museum and helpful 

in information  

2 Ato Negash Ibsa M 42 Nov.6/2010E.C Jimma 

town 

Former expert 

of Jimma 

Museum finance 

Manager and 

Ticket man 

Has long experience 

and very helpful in 

providing 

information 

3 Ato Wudad Abba 

Fita 

M 45 Nov.4/2010E.C Jimma 

town 

Senior expert of 

Tourism at 

Jimma Zone 

culture and 

Tourism Office 

He has good 

knowledge of Jimma 

Museum and helpful 

in providing 

information  

4 Ato/Teddessa 

Sanbata 

M 31 Dec 28/2010E.C In Jimma 

Museum 

compound  

Vice director of 

Jimma  Museum  

He has some 

knowledge about 

Jimma because he 

employed currently 

5 Hajji Usman M 32 Dec.13/2010E.C In Jimma 

Museum 

compound   

He is a history  

lecturer at 

Jimma 

University  

He gives the course 

of introduction to 

Museum and 

Museology and he 

has a good 

knowledge about 

Jimma Museum  

6 Jemal Abba Fita M 41 Dec 13/2010E.C  At Jimma 

Museum 

Former casher 

assistance of 

He has a good 

information about 
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Compoun

d  

Jimma Museum  Jimma Museum 

collections 

7  Muhammad 

Abba Diggaa 

M 35 Dec 16/2010E.C In  Jimma 

Museum 

Compoun

d  

He worked as 

curator and 

exhibitor in 

Jimma Museum 

for one month  

He has a good 

knowledge about the 

Jimma Museum  

8  Nejib Abba Jebel  M 38 Oct.22/2010E.C At Jimma 

Museum  

Director and 

curator of 

Jimma Museum 

Young and 

motivated as well as 

educated in the field 

9 NejibAbba Rayya M 33 Oct.22/2010E.C Jimma 

town 

Head of Jimma 

town culture and 

tourism offices 

He has long 

experience and 

helpful in providing 

information  

10 W/o Alfiya Abba 

Gisa 

F 35 Nov.4/2010E.C At Jimma 

town 

Head of Jimma 

zone culture and 

tourism office  

She has  long 

experience and 

helpful in providing 

information  

1

1 

 

 

11 

Ato Woldena 

Akililu 

 

 

M 

p

p 

73 

Oct. 17/2010E.C Jimma 

town 

Guardian of the 

Jimma Museum 

compound   

He was one of  the 

participant of the 

Bazaar at Jimma 

town during dergue 

regime and has a 

good knowledge 

about  Jimma town 

in general and the 

Museum particular 
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APPENDIX   A 

                                      Research Questions for Interview  

1. In what way and for what purpose the Jimma Museum was founded? 

2. Does the museum have a policy of collecting, acquisition, preservation and reaccessions?  

3. Does the museum have enough collection (items) to display the culture, heritage and 

History of Jimma Town? 

4. How much the museum is attractive to local and foreign visitors?  

5. What are the main challenges the museum facing currently?  

6. What do you think about the museum organizational structure and governance?   

7. What is its financial and human capacity? 

8. What looks like the museum mode of acquisition, preservation, accession, and Collecting 

of museum items? 

9. In terms of collecting, preserving, and displaying Jimma’s heritage what is the role of the 

museum?  

10. What is the contribution of Jimma Museum in promoting Jimma’s tourism?  

11. How your office does help Jimma Museum in formulating acquisition policy and Heritage 

preservation?  

12. Exactly what does Jimma Museum preserve?  History, material culture, spirituals culture?  

13. Do you think that Jimma Museum is playing the role it has been given?  If yes tell me its 

achievements?  If no tell me the problems?  

14. How do you think these problems will be solved? 
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Appendix  B 
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